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Homecoming

Irregular voting shakes up election
by Scott Killen
staff writer

Eric Freshwater/head phoiogiapher

Lark Annette Sisson, Miss Homecoming '87, smiles as
she is driven around the football field during half-time of
Saturday's game. Sisson was crowned during Tigerama Friday night.

Polling officials discovered
irregularities in the election of
Homecoming queen last
Thursday, Oct. 8.
"While counting votes, we
discovered some groups of
votes that had been folded
together and marked in the
same way," said Joy Smith,
director of Student Development. "We checked out
figures and consulted with
our poll workers to find out
what happened.
"It appeared that some
representative from some
groups came by the Schilletter poll and voted more than
once with activity cards that
were being used to get block
seating," Smith said. "We
confronted the persons involved and found that was exactly what happened.

by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor

by Tammy Yeargin
staff writer

see Queen, page three

is that the top five contestants were the top five
with or without the votes, and
the first- and second-place
contestants still held first and
second place, regardless.
"No disciplinary action was
taken because Student
Government felt that their
poll worker allowed the
voting which caused the problem," Smith said.
"The poll worker was not
paid and will not be working
as a poll worker for us again,"
Nicholson said.
"Students still have to take
the time to vote, no matter
how inconvenient it is,"
Smith said.
Smith said that the problem should not happen next
year because Student
Development will publicize
that block voting is against
the rules.

Redfern's condom distribution
policy divides Student Senate

Sisson
crowned
Homecoming
queen
"Friday night I didn't
know how to act. I felt like I
was in a dream," said Lark
Sisson, on learning that she
had become Clemson's new
Homecoming queen.
"I was so honored that my
sisters in Delta Delta Delta
nominated me to represent
them," she said. "Saturday
was the most meaningful and
touching experience of my
life."
Sisson is a senior in marketing from Mount Pleasant. She
is a member of Delta Delta
Delta sorority, Student Traffic Review Board, American
Marketing Association,
Society of Advanced Management and is an Alpha Tau
Omega little sister.
"My parents have given me
so much love and support,"
Sisson said. "They have been
great. Also, my boyfriend,
Chuck McAtee, and his family have been like a stand-in
family for me. His mother and
sister helped me with every
aspect of Homecoming, from

"Four different block votes
had been made by four different groups," said Richard
Nicholson, student body vice
president. "There was a block
of 64, one of 35, and one of 26
and another of 30. It wasn't
right because some of those
votes would have never been
cast for any candidate had it
not been for the block voting.
"We were counting votes
and found the block votes, so
we called Dean Lomax and
Joy Smith," Nicholson said.
"We don't feel that discipline
is Student Government's
role.
"We got the girls together
and put it back in their
hands," said Nick Lomax,
vice president for student affairs. "They worked it out to
everyone's satisfaction."
"The block votes were not
counted in the election,"
Smith said. "The good thing

For whom the bell tolls

Tommy Ingram/staff photographer [

Forty-seven bells comprise the new Clemson Memorial
Carillon in Tillman tower. See the story on page two.

"One is to charge a small
amount for the condoms,
which was the way it was
Two opposing resolutions handled previously," Moore
concerning the distribution of said.
Joan Miller, a Redfern
condoms were introduced in
nurse
who represented the
Monday's session of the Stuhealth center at the senate
dent Senate.
The first resolution pre- meeting, said that condoms
sented, titled "Stop Now," were sold at Redfern for three
calls for Redfern Health years before they were offered
Center to "stop using the stu- free of charge.
"The cost was $1 for three
dent medical fee to purchase
condoms for free distri- of the unlubricated condoms,
and $1.25 for three of the
bution."
lubricated
condoms," Miller
According to the resolution,
this practice should be discon- said.
In those three years, the
tinued because "the student
health
center sold about 72
body is composed of students
with various religious and condoms, Miller said.
In contrast, since the beginmoral creeds."
ning
of this semester, the
Lee Moore, chairman of the
senate's Food and Health health center has distributed
Committee, offered two altern- close to 3,000 condoms,
native suggestions to using according to Miller.
student money for condoms.
see Condoms, page 7

Safe drinking goal of National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
by Scott Killen
staff writer
Student Development is
coordinating events sponsored by several on-campus
organizations as a part of National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week, October
17-22.
This is the third year that
the University will participate in NCAAW. The pro-

gram began on a national
level four years ago as a result
of higher legal drinking ages.
"We don't want to tell students that they can't drink,"
said Bonnie Stevens, assistant director of Student Development. "Clemson students
are bright, and if we provide
them with the facts, they can
make the right decisions.
"The generally accepted
statistic is that one out of 10

people in the nation uses
alcohol," Stevens said. "We
feel that this is accurate for
Clemson as well. Things are
no worse here.
"The laws have changed
recently, and now the legal
drinking age is 21. Most
students are now drinking illegally. That is a lot of the
problem."
Stevens said most students
have made their decision to

drink or not by the time they
get to Clemson. "Our goal is
to teach them a safe way to
drink," she said. "Having a
drink is not synonymous with
getting drunk."
Stevens said past celebrations of Alcohol Awareness
Week have had some favorable results. "A recent national survey found that the
see Alcohol, page seven p
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New clock bells ringing
in Tillman Hall tower
by Jennifer Brown
news editor
The Clemson Memorial
Carillon will be dedicated
during a public ceremony
Sunday at 3 p.m. in front of
Sikes Hall.
The carillon, located in
Tillman Hall, is comprised
of 47 bells which are played
using a keyboard.
"Forty of the bells were
donated by family and
friends of Clemson University as a means of honoring
and memorializing their
loved ones," said Jeff
McNeill, associate vice
president for development.
"Several graduating
classes also have donated
bells," McNeill said.
The bells range in weight
from 29 pounds to 4,329

pounds. "Each bell was
made in France and is composed of 87 percent pure
copper," McNeill said.
The first six bells, which
were installed in 1985, were
gifts of the late Rembert G.
"Red" Horton and members
of his family. The remaining bells were installed this
fall.
Stephen B. Knight, an instructor of music and
carilloneur-in-residence at
Samford University in Birmingham, Ala., will give a
concert as part of the dedication. Knight has been
blind since birth.
The concert will include
"Amazing Grace," "The
Star-Spangled Banner,"
the Clemson University
Alma Mater and "Clemson
Voluntary," one of
Knight's compositions.

Joseph Collins
Hunger Week lecturer

Hunger myth
explained
by speech
A crane hoists one of the 47 carillon bells into
Tillman Hall tower. The largest bell, called "Big C," was
donated by the Class of 1943.

Board of Visitors advises University, supports programs
by Tim Kudlock
assistant managing editor
Members of the Board of
Visitors, the University's top
public advisory group, met at
the University last week for
their general fall business
meeting and briefings on
several major University
programs.
The 32-member board, comprised of prominent business,
professional and community
leaders, met with top University officials to hear updates
on Centennial activities and

the Second Century Plan.
Another item of business at
the meeting was the initiation
of 15 new members onto the
Board to begin their two-year
terms. The new members,
nominated by the Board of
Trustees and appointed by
President Lennon, will
replace the 15 members
whose terms have ended.
The goal of the Board of
Visitors is to play an active
role in the University's efforts to communicate with
the businesses, industries and
communities which the University serves.

"The board members' major project is to go back to
their communities and be the
local contact person to arrange for Clemson faculty
speakers to come in to speak
on the Second Century Plan,"
said John Allen, director of
visitor programs. »
"The members also provide
feedback from their respective communities to help Clemson better serve the state,"
Allen said.
The Board operates
through its Academic Affairs
Committee, Legislative Relation Committee, Media Com-

mittee and Research Committee. These committees provide the Board with useful information through such
means as option surveys and
legislative receptions.
"Board members visit the
campus twice each year for
briefings on University programs and priorities and work
throughout the year as advisers to Clemson planners
and decision-makers," Allen
said.
"These people volunteer
their time in an effort to better the University," he said.

Seminar series to introduce students to foreign culture, music, food
by Scott Killen
staff writer
The International Student
Council is beginning a series
of seminars to educate the
public about the different
countries of the world.
"We will be starting a
series of seminars to show

people that Clemson isn't the
whole world," said Louis
Elzoghbi, chairman of ISC.
"There is more out there than
just us.
"Seminars will be held
about every two weeks in
various locations around campus," Elzoghbi said. "A
12-member committee made

Police crack down on gambling
by Tom Meares
staff writer
An ongoing crackdown on
gambling by University
police netted three arrests at
last Saturday's football
game, according to investigator Mac McCrary.
Charged with gambling
were: John C. McHenry Jr.,
39, of Landrum; Mark E.
Heniford, 31, of North Myrtle
Beach; and Ronald Glen
Small, 24, of Hopkins.
"What we have noticed for
some time are gambling transactions taking place from the
pay telephones at the stadium," McCrary said.
The police believe that the
suspects were placing bets
over the phone for themselves
and others in the stadium, she
said.
Police have been using
undercover officers to locate
and apprehend gambling
suspects, McCrary said.
In other activity at the
Virginia game, Paul Hicks Jr.
and William Ray Fox were arrested and charged with

up of representatives from
every major section of the
world will decide on the topics
for the seminars.
"The seminars will be held
by guests from the countries
being discussed. Things such
as the music, culture and
food of the country will be
introduced.

"The people here at Clemson are missing a great many
things in the world. We want
to show them," Elzoghbi
said.
ISC is a branch of Student
Government set up to represent and air the ideas of
foreign students on campus.

Parking Meter

police beat
disorderly conduct, according
to Crime Prevention Officer
Thea McCrary.
At Saturday night's Fleetwood Mac concert, police
observed a man entering Littlejohn Coliseum with a pistol
in his possession, according
to Chief James Brummitt.
Charles Robert Robinson of
Williamston was arrested and
charged with unlawful possession of a firearm.

301

/V

Brummitt said officers were
unable to determine why
Robinson was carrying the
gun, a .32 Smith and Wesson.
Robinson was also charged
with simple possession of
marijuana. He was released
on a $7,200 bond.
Police also reported a total
of eight liquor arrests at
Saturday's concert. At the
R.E.M. concert Oct. 2, at
least five juveniles were
charged with possession of
liquor.

The scale on the left indicates the number of tickets
(in thousands) written this semester. The unshaded oor
tion represents the tickets written since last week.

by William Stephens
staff writer
"There are estimates that
as many as 18 to 20 million
people per year die from
hunger," said Joseph Collins,
co-founder of the Institute for
Food and Development Policy.
"Hopefully, one of the ways
that we are doing something
about this is through our
government, through foreign
aid."
Collins spoke on "U.S.
Foreign Aid—Feeding the
Poor, or Fattening the Rich?"
in Daniel Hall Auditorium
Thursday night. The lecture
was part of the University's
World Hunger Awareness
Week.
"Are hungry people hungry
because there is a scarcity of
food and farmland? Absolutely
not. Even in the very countries that many of us associate with widespread hunger,
there is enough food," Collins
said.
What is scarce is a fundamental fairness in the
distribution of food, he said.
People are denied the power
to get what is available.
"We have a regular program at Food First looking at
U.S. foreign aid. Does it help
the hungry?" Collins said.
"U.S. assistance is highly
concentrated on a handful of
governments, but this concentration has nothing to do
with poverty."
In fact, the world's 10
poorest countries received
less than 4 percent of U.S.
foreign aid in the mid-1980s,
while Israel and Egypt alone
got a third of the aid, he said.
"Most U.S. food aid is used
to bolster governments designated as political allies," Collins said.
Since such assistance is
often in the form of long-term
loans, it is theirs to use as
they see fit, and many governments sell it rather than distributing it to their own
people, he said.
In addition, U.S. aid is concentrated on governments
dead set against economic
reforms that would aid the
hungry, Collins said.
"While Ferdinand Marcos
proclaimed land reform in the
Phillipines, the Marcos
regime used U.S. aid to pursue policies that placed control of agricultural land into
fewer and fewer hands, noticeably those of U.S. and
Japanese multinational companies."
"After years of studying
our foreign aid program, we
have come to conclude that
foreign aid is only as good as
the government which gets
it," he said.
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Coming up
Oct. 16

Lecture: "Hunger in South Carolina."
Presented by Ruby Cox, University
professor of home economics, as part
of World Hunger Awareness Week.
1:30 p.m., room 113 Lehotsky Hall,
free admission.

Oct. 18

Clemson University Memorial Carillon dedication ceremony and concert.
Featuring Stephen B. Knight, carilloneur-in-residence at Samford University in Birmingham, Alabama.
3 p.m., in front of Sikes Hall.

Oct. 19

Lecture: "What to Think About South
Africa." Presented by Erik Ritter von
Kuehnelt-Leddihn. 8 p.m., 108 Strode
Tower, free admission.

Oct. 19Nov. 16

Exhibition: "The Outer Banks to Infinity: Landscape Photography." The
works of 30 photographers from the
Southeast whose primary focus is imagery drawn from the Outer Banks of
North Carolina. Public opening reception Oct. 19 at 8 p.m.

Oct. 21

Lecture: "Time Management—Basic
Skills for Practical Uses." Sponsored
by the University Wellness Program
and the University Personnel Division. Noon, room 174 of P&AS building, free admission.

Allison Cureton/staff photographer

animal

Fred the Dog sports Clemson boxer shorts and a pair of cool shades while checking
out the Homecoming displays on Bowman Field last weekend.

Queen
from page one
picking out my dress to making sure I had clear nail polish
in case my pantyhose got a
run in them."
This pageant was the second one Sisson had ever participated in. "I was in one
other pageant in the eighth
grade," she said.
Deanna Taylor was first
runner-up in the pageant. Dell
Logan, Stacey D'Angelo and
Virginia Cason made up the
rest of the queen's court.
There were other winners in
the Homecoming festivities.

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
finished first in Tigerama for
their depiction of television's
"Dragnet." They called it
"Bragnet: The Case of the
Missing National Championship."
Sigma Nu fraternity placed
second with "Clemson Hillbillies," and Alpha Delta Pi
sorority placed third with "I
Love Danny."
First place for the still display floats went to Chi Psi
fraternity for "Clemson and

the ACC Salute the
Olympics." Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity placed second
with "Miami Bound," and
Kappa Sigma fraternity
placed third with "Tigers
Kongering the ACC."
The moving display float
winner was Sigma Nu fraternity for "The ACC Falls to
Danny's Tigers." Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity placed second with "Wheel of Victory."
Phi Delta Theta fraternity
placed third for "Showdown
in Death Valley."
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Condom distribution
policy should stand
The distribution of free condoms by Redfern Health
Center is beneficial to the University community as a
whole and should continue to be funded by student
medical fees.
A resolution was submitted before the Student Senate
this week which outlined reasons why the University
should change its policy on condom distribution. The
resolution proposes that Redfern stop using the student
medical fee to purchase condoms for free distribution.
The first reason the resolution provides for changing
the current method of distribution is that the condoms are
purchased with part of the medical fee paid by nearly all
students.
A Redfern official has stated that the total cost of the
free condom distribution has been estimated at four cents
per student for this year. This is certainly a trivial
amount compared to the cost of raising a child (estimated
to be between $90,000 and $100,000 by the second edition
of "Marriage and the Family," a Sociology 310 textbook) or
the cost of treating victims of sexually transmitted diseases
such as AIDS.
Society, including students, should be willing to pay
for the distribution of condoms in light of the alternative:
the billions of tax dollars needed to fund state hospital
care for AIDS victims, federally funded abortion clinics
and welfare programs.
However, the resolution also notes that the student
body is composed of students with "various religious and
moral creeds." Many students might consider the
distribution of condoms immoral. They find it unfair that
a portion of their medical fee is used to finance a project
they consider to be an advocation of sex, specifically
premarital sex.
But it is important to note that the availability of
condoms does not advocate sex; instead it promotes only
safe sex.
During recent months, many medical officials have
stressed that the use of condoms is the most effective way
for sexually active people to combat the spread of AIDS.
The University is merely providing sexually active
students with an important weapon to be used for selfprotection.
The senate also discussed the possibility of providing
condoms in vending machines instead of distributing
them at Redfern.
This is an almost hilarious idea. Condom vending
machines would undoubtedly be vandalized, and they are
better left in truckstop restrooms.
The distribution of free condoms is conducive to the
well-being of the students. Opposition to the
administration's present policy is weak in the face of the
safety the condoms provide.
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'Seven Dwarves' contend for Oval Office
Vice President George
Bush and the Rev. Jesse
Jackson officially have joined
the hapless bunch of malcontents who seek our nation's
highest office. The flurry of
excitement surrounding their
announcements illustrates
the lackluster of a Bush or
Jackson campaign.
If there is a candidate
among the motley crew who is
worthy of being called a
"serious contender" (much
less "Mr. President"), he
(Mrs. Schroeder has wisely
deferred) has yet to show
himself.
I'm not sure I can name
them all. Besides Bush and
Jackson, there's Pat Robertson, Paul Simon, Jack Kemp,
Robert Dole, Richard
Gephart and Mike Dukakis.
And for some strange reason,
the Democrats still like to
drool over the possibility of a
Mario Cuomo bid.
If I've left out one, I think
it's a forgivable sin. He likely
won't be missed. There have
been times before when some
fairly mediocre types have
run for the presidency. Some
people, for instance, still
don't realize that Gerald Ford
was president. Some wonder
if Ford himself realized it.
But that's beside the point.
The point is the choice to face
the American electorate next
November will be comparable
to choosing between warm
milk and hot tea.
Let's look at our choices.
There's the vice president.

Bob Ellis
Managing Editor
That quote about the vice
presidency being worth a
"bucket of warm spit" comes
to mind.
When he challenged Bush
in the early days of the 1980
campaign, Ronald Reagan
called Bush "a Yalie, a preppy,
a sissy." It's not very flattering, but it's how many
Americans view their vice
president.
The most exciting thing the
man has ever said is "voodoo
economics." The pulse just
flurries.
Second, there's Jesse
Jackson. The Reverend is trying to run a more moderate
campaign than he has in the
past. His hasty admission of
his wife's pregnancy before
they were married indicates
he might bow to a rabid press.
That lack of backbone is not a
characteristic I'd like to see in
our president.
Third, there's Paul SimonPee Wee Herman seeking the
Oval Office. Someone really
should tell him only George
Will and John Houseman can
get away with wearing bow
ties.
Fourth, there's Pat Robertson. He just barely seems
respectable. But Americans
are just too weary of ministers seeking recognition.

Robertson's fellow evangelists probably have hurt his
chances, if ever those chances
were real to begin with.
Fifth, there's the Democratic conglomeration. It includes Gephart, Dukakis and
Cuomo, if he should condescend. Outside of their homestate followings, these candidates have a recognition
factor of about zero. Give
Gephart a northern accent,
and you'd have Dukakis or
Cuomo.
Sixth, there's Jack Kemp.
If I had to vote today, I'd go
with him. But most of us just
don't quite understand the
ex-football player's version of
supply-side "voodoo economics."
He might do well in later
elections, but I think he's
fooling himself if he believes
he's a serious contender for
1988.
Seventh, there's Dole. If
Dole can capture the Republican party nomination from
Bush, he might be the next
president. Dole raises indifference in me. He might well
turn out to be another Ford.
Basically what we've got
are the Seven Dwarves fighting
for the chance to wake Snow
White. We can only hope
some young prince comes
along in time.
Either that, or we repeal the
22nd Amendment, and let
Reagan run things a while
longer. I guess I probably
should go with the prince.
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Question:
How effective do you
think large donation
programs (like Live Aid)
are in helping to feed
the poor people of Third
World countries?

"It would help the Third
World country a lot more if the
country giving the aid would
keep a close watch on how the
money is used. The country giving the aid benefits in more
than one way: it gets a good
name, a good friend, good
business and permission to set
up a few military bases."

"I think they would be very
effective if more of the starving
people would actually see the
money instead of their governments intercepting it. The idea
is wonderful, but the point is
lost when the populations continue to go hungry."

"I think the large programs
are an effective means of bringing problems like hunger to the
attention of many people who
otherwise would not notice
them."

"I don't think the programs
are effective in long-term situations. They only help us with
our guilt."
Clay White

John Stamey

Becky Simons

Sandeep Davankar

Allison Cureton/staff photographer

Race should have no bearing on job performance
by Terry E. Manning
entertainment editor

commentary

The Oct. 2 edition of "The Tiger"
featured a centerspread on the
various activities that take place
"behind the scenes" at the
newspaper. In the wake of its
publication, a peculiar incident
took place.
A student came up to me and
remarked that he hadn't known that
I was black. I assured the person
that I had been for some time and
continued on my way. When I
related the story to some of my
friends, I found their reactions quite
remarkable.
Some found the remark as
humorous as I had, and shared in
my amusement. Others, though,
became upset. "What's that
supposed to mean? Is there
something wrong with being black?"
Maybe it was naivete on my part,
but I had never seen the remark
from that point of view. I am still
not offended, but in retrospect I do

sense certain things that should be
addressed.
It's almost taken for granted that
people of color who strive to succeed
find themselves confronted by the
stereotypes that exist within the
realm of their achievements. And
these molds are by no means
perpetuated only by whites.
Blacks and other minorities are
notorious for criticism of those
among their own who do not fit the
images they've established as
representative of their race.
We are expected to seize every
opportunity to voice opposition or
servile agreement with the issues.
We are to be militants, vociferously
warring with the white "powers that
be," or "oreos" (black on the
outside, white on the inside),
complying with and accepting even
the most lackluster attempts to
improve racial environments. There
are no middle grounds.

But I do not fall within these
extremes, and from observation and
participation within minority circles,
most others don't either.
In an environment and times
where we take so much pride in
being open-minded, there should be
nothing extraordinary about a
person of color being able to do a
job without his race influencing
performance or supposedly objective
expression of opinion.
I see the job of entertainment
editor as simply someone who cues
the readership to things of
worthwhile quality or entertainment.
This is why there is such a wide
range of albums, plays, concerts and
movies that are reviewed or
featured.
I do try to concentrate on those
factions whose interests are not
generally served, but this does not
preclude my paying heed to the
demographic obligations of "The
Tiger's" readership. In attempting
to do my job best, a balance of all
aspects is the only thing I accept of

Terry Manning
myself and all that should be
expected of me.
There is nothing inherently
malicious about the remark that was
made; there is nothing innately good
about the remark. In fact, its only
inherent characteristic should be its
obsolescence.

Entertainment editor overlooks Players' production, cheats actors
I guess the staff of "The
Tiger" is bound to feel a sense
of pride in being the oldest
college newspaper in South
Carolina. However, it is my
contention that oldest is not
necessarily best, especially
when "The Tiger" does not
report the major happenings
and newsworthy events here
at Clemson. It is not my intention to degrade the newspaper because there are truly
some quality people working
there, but as I flipped
through the Oct. 9 issue of
"The Tiger" and saw the
flagrant disregard of the
Clemson Players' production
[The Threepenny Opera],
I began to question the quality
of the paper.
On at least three different
occasions I had spoken with
the entertainment editor or
two staff writers concerning
coverage of the play. I was
assured that it would be
covered. "Space has already
been allotted for the article," I
was told.
Then came Friday: nothing
or next to nothing (a blurb
that the play would run again
on the 9th and 10th at 8 p.m.).
At the least, the very least,
the players deserve a written
apology. At the most, they
deserve a write-up. Weeks of
hard work and dedication
went completely unnoticed.
Many players can't help feel
cheated and overlooked.
Yes, you may indeed be the
oldest collegiate newspaper in
South Carolina, but if we as
Clemson students cannot rely
on the spoken words of the
editors, staff writers and re-

letters
porters, then how can we rely
on your written words?
Danita Gibson
publicity director
Clemson Players

Political defeat
of Bork justified
In the Oct. 2 issue of "The
Tiger," Bob Ellis makes an
argument in favor of the
nomination of Robert Bork to
be the next Supreme Court
justice. Mr. Ellis seems to
think that all the Senate
should consider in a nominee
for the Supreme Court are his
legal qualifications.
However,
over
our
country's history this has not
been the case.
When John Rutledge, a
South Carolinian, was nominated by George Washington
for the post of Chief Justice in
1795, the Senate refused to
give its consent. Certainly his
qualifications—president of
the Continental Congress,
governor, signer of the Constitution, associate justice of
the Supreme Court, etc.—
were impressive.
However, the U.S. Senate
refused to confirm his appointment because of his opposition to Jay's Treaty with
England. Obviously the "original intent" of the Founding
Fathers (several of whom
voted against Rutledge) was
that qualifications weren't
the only thing the Senate
should look at.

More recently, our own
senior senator, Strom Thurmond, opposed the nomination of Ab6 Fortas to be Chief
Justice for solely political
reasons. Fortas was already a
Supreme Court justice when
Lyndon Johnson nominated
him to be Chief Justice in
1968.
However, since Fortas had
a very liberal record on civil
rights, defendants' rights and
social issues, Sen. Thurmond
filibustered his nomination,
and it was eventually
withdrawn.
Since Bork's nomination
was based on President
Reagan's political persuasion,
the Senate should be able to
reject it on the same basis.
Apparently 40 to 50 senators
(Democrats and Republicans
alike) think so, too.
Mark Duckenfield

Media satisfies
flasher's
desires
These articles about the
"Daniel Flasher" have got to
go.
It is true that Clemson students get a good laugh each
time an article is printed;
however, what we are really
dealing with is quite a serious
problem. The press that this
fellow is receiving is exactly
what he wants. He is out for
attention, and it seems like
that is exactly what he is
getting.
I believe that it would be
best to stop publishing these
articles altogether. The press
should quit giving this defi-

nitely disturbed individual stand that vandalism is
what he wants and let the against the law."
University police department
I disagree wholeheartedly.
handle the situation.
There may be some students
There must be something who choose to disregard that
mentally wrong with this fact, but I refuse to believe
character for him to go that anyone intelligent
around exposing himself to enough to be here at Clemson
young women around campus. would think that destroying
He must be apprehended in the property of others is
order to get the professional anything but illegal.
help he needs.
Mr. Chakravarty also
People might think this is states that students engage
funny and all a big practical in vandalism because they are
joke; however, that is not the unaware of other outlets for
case. If it were a practical their energy. Many organized
joke, it would not have con- activities are available on
tinued to go this far.
campus.
This disgusting act of the
In many cases, if students
the "flasher" is not only are unaware, it is because
morally wrong, but it also they have failed to look for
causes women to fear ordi- the information. As to playnary men on campus.
ing frisbee in the hall:
This "flasher" is making an Mr. Chakravarty, I've been
atrocious name for himself aware of Bowman Field since
and also for the University. If my first visit to Clemson.
the campus authorities cannot
Mr. Chakravarty also
stop a problem like this, what assumes that many innocent
would happen if something students are willing to pay for
more serious were going on?
the acts of a few vandals. I reSomeone must do some- sent seeing fees rise each year
thing in a hurry about this because of vandalism, and
terrible situation. It would I'm sure others do, too. It is
really be disappointing to tar- my responsibility, as well as
nish the great reputation of the responsibility of every
Clemson University because student and faculty/ staff
of one sick individual.
member, to help stop vandalism.
Chris Ogle
As a resident hall director
and a former RA, I must point
out that Mr. Chakravarty obviously has no knowledge of
the job responsibilities of an
Ananda Chakravarty has RA or of the training RAs
done a great disservice to receive.
We have an excellent RA
Clemson students. In his commentary of Oct. 2, Mr. staff, and they are doing
Chakravarty states that
see Letters, page six
"very few students under-

Public must help
stop vandalism
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Letters
from page five

everything they can to help
prevent vandalism. Ignorance
such as Mr. Chakravarty's
can only do harm to their
efforts.
Mr. Chakravarty was correct in stating that we must
act to stop vandalism. Per*
haps our first act should be to
end ignorance such as his.
Janice L. Ward

Criticism of Pace
unwarranted
I am writing concerning the

Now to discuss the second
matter at hand; all the bad
talk about Mr, Bill Pace. How
would you like for someone to
be talking about you behind
your back? You wouldn't ba
very thrilled, now would you?
t didn't think so!
Just to dear the air, he li
just doing his Job. He is not
the boss, like you would like
to think. His boss tells him
what to do.
I would think of this like
the Oliver North situation.
Mr, North was just doing as
he was instructed, And as for
Fawn Hall, she was doing as
Mr. North instructed her to
do. Same here in this matter
at hand, Mr, Pace is doing as
he is told, and his secretaries
are doing as they are told.
I would really appreciate if
you and your staff could
refrain from saying things
about the Department of
Parking and Vehicle Registration, atleast for a week, "The
Tiger" has been somewhat
consecutive in having some*
thing about it in the paper
every week except one,
Let's try to do it again
sometime. OK? Thank you
very much,

Department of Parking and
Vehicle Registration and
Mr. Bill Pace.
First of all, I am getting
quite tired of reading and hav<
itig people read to me all the
had things about this depart'
merit. The parking department
is probably one of the most
bad-mouthed departments on
this campus.
It was created as a separate
department from the police
department so as to have
more time spent on the park'
ing situation. Granted it
would be very nice if we could
snap our fingers and the problems be solved, but we cannot
do that.
Kimberly L. Pace
We do need more spaces to
accommodate all the new stuEditor's note: Ktmherty L
dents we have here this year.
One thing that should be done Paee ii the daughter 0/ BUI
Is to ask the Student Senate if Paee, dimeter af parking and
it would be possible to build a vehicle registration,
parking garage. They may
turn It down like they have
before.
As you know, you don't
I would like to congratulate
bring these up to Mr, Paeej
they are supposed to be Connie Floyd and Jerome
brought up to the Student Reel, Jr. on their efforts
toward a coat of arms and a
Senate.

Flag, coat of arms
instill pride

flag for Clemson University.
The colors in both show the
regions of the state, which is
appropriate, for Clemson is a
state-supported University.
The stylbed tiger mask adds
distinction to the flag and
coat and ami. Its geometrical shapes givt it a more
serious look and complement
the designs.
The thing I enjoy most
about looking at these two objects is the palmetto tree on
the coat of arms. I feel anyone
who doesn't know what this
symbolises doesn't deserve to
go to such a great school,
A flag and a coat of arms
give each person a sense of individuality, whether it be between famwei or fine learning
institutions such ai Clemion,
Wilson Turpin

Reputation
needs
boost
Why is the administration

so eager to increase enrollment? 1 have already seen letters In "The Tiger" from
students which discuss two
excellent reasons why an enrollment increase should be
opposed.
The first is the overcrowding problem and the associated financial burden that
must be assumed by the University for facilities and dorm
expansion. Instead of building new facilities we need to
concentrate on the poor condition of the existing ones.
This, coupled with an already
ridiculous parking situation
and a skyrocketing tuition
charge, makes accepting more
students unacceptable.

The second r«a»en an enroll'
ment Increase should be opposed is that we would(loseall
sense of the close, family<tvpe
atmosphere that C emsen has.
In my humble opinion, approximately 12,000 students is an
ideal slue for a university.
*~ At this ilse, a student can
get an excellent college experience but avoid the anonymity
of television lecturtl and
serial-number identity.
Beth of these ideas are
valid, but I would like to add
what 1 believe is the most important reason for limiting increased enrollment. This reason is academics.
It seems that there is a
horde of students beating
down the door to get into
Clemion, If this ii the ease,
we should examine the situation through a crude supply
and demand model.
What we have hero ii a
golden opportunity to increase the academic quality of
the average student at Clemson, This can be easily accomplished by increasing enrollment standards to allow only
the top students who will excel to enroll,
Think of all the advantages
this could entail over the long
run. Better students at Clemion would bring a better academic reputation to the University,
An enhanced academic reputation would bring increased
federal Interest for lucrative
research projects and, more
importantly, would attract
and retain better professors.
And, obviously, the starting
salaries of all our graduates
would show an increase.

~ TWi ii truly a golden opportunity for Clemion, We need
to stop talking about spending millions of the students'
dollars on extra facilities and
utert talking about boosting
Clpm«on> academic reputation to the level it deserves.
Christopher 0. Darling

Letters Policy
"The Tiger" welcomes
commentaries and brief letters
on all subjects from its
readers. Each letter and
commentary must be typed
double-spaced and include the
telephone number, address and
signature of its author.
No more than three names
will be run as the authors of a
letter, and group bylines are
not acceptable. The names of
authors may be withheld from
published letters at the
request of the author and at
the discretion of the editorial
editor,
Please send letters and
commentaries to the attention
of the editorial editor, "The
Tiger," Box 2097, Clemson,
S.C. 29882-2097, or bring them
by the offices at suite 90S of
the University Union. Letters
should be received no later
than 1 p.m. Wednesday prior
to publication.
All letters and commentaries
submitted to "The Tiger"
become the property of this
newspaper and wul not be
returned.
The editorial editor reserves
the right to edit letters and
commentaries for length end
clarity. The editor in chief
reserves the right to determine
which letters ana commentaries
will be published.

more feminine
more accent
created
by

Ix

A4fcC
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196 Keowee Trail
(between the Astro Theatre
and The Pantry)

654-5180

Senate supports new center for athletes
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
The Student Senate passed
a resolution Monday that supports the building of an academic center for scholarship
athletes. The center, funded
entirely by IPTAY money,
would include a computer
room, classrooms and an
auditorium.
The center would be built
onto Maul din Hall, the dormitory that houses scholarship
athletes.
The resolution, titled
"Mauldin Addition," states
that "the proposed academic
center and renovations [to
Mauldin Hall] will enhance
Clemson University by providing excellent study facilities for scholarship athletes."
Jay League, senate Athletic
Affairs Committee chairman,
said that the purpose of the
IPTAY proposal is to supervise the academic aspect of
scholarship athletes. The
academic center would allow
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student senate
IPTAY to accomplish this
task efficiently, according to
League.
Donna Earls, senate president pro tempore, said that
"the center would be used for
academic purposes.
"IPTAY was having a lot
of problems monitoring the
athletic study halls," Earls
said. "Having the study halls
in one location would help
solve this problem."
Earls said that the proposed
academic center would be
' available for non-athletes to
use.
"Students will be allowed
to use the computer facuity,
classroom and the auditorium
when the athletes aren't using
them," Earls said.
Another resolution passed,
"Move the Mopeds," states
that moped owners must park
their mopeds in motorcycledesignated areas.
The resolution also requests

that "a special safety bar be
built in designated areas to
provide a security system for
mopeds." This safety bar
would give moped owners a
place to lock their vehicles to
prevent theft.
The senate Housing Committee is researching a resolution that, if passed, would
give graduate students "priority of an initial area which
will be composed of 48 beds in
Thornhill Village."
The resolution states that
graduate students "feel they
have unique housing requirements with regard to age,
background and academic responsibilities."
According to the resolution,
most graduate students who
live on campus are international and first-year students,
who "require special attention from other graduate students to help them adapt."
Senate President Jeff Holt
announced the appointment
of Bryan Couzens to represent the College of Engineering.

CHEAP AIR FARES
Fall Break • Thanksgiving • Christmas

All Airlines—All Destinations
11 Years in Clemson

SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
654-8440
Next to
Wendy's

2 Locations
654-6125
Next to
Baptist Student Center

WOLFF SUN CENTER
October Special
Unlimited
for $45
WOLFF SUN CENTER
302 SENECA ROAD
MINI MALL
CLEMSON, S.C.
654-1766

WOLFF ®
SYSTEM
The Most Trusted Name
in Tanning

Condoms
from page one

Robert H. Burley, director
of the health center, said
Tuesday that the center buys
the condoms in bulk for $52
per 1,000 condoms.
This costs each student
four cents per year, which is
taken from the $80-student
medical fee, Burley said.
The other suggestion that
Moore offered in order to keep
the student medical fee from
being used to pay for condoms is to provide condom
machines in the bathrooms.
Moore said that this suggestion originally came from
Almeda Rogers, associate
vice president for student
affairs.
The other resolution concerning condoms, written by
former senate president Ron
Merritt, is titled "Necessary
Service." This resolution
states that "in providing condoms to inquiring students,
Redfern Health Center requires a form to be filled out

Alcohol
from page one

same number of people are.
drinking, but they are drinking less," she said. "In our
eyes, that is a very good
result."
Activities during NCAAW
will feature such events as a
free tailgate party at Fike
Recreation Center before tomorrow's football game and
the display of a car involved
in an alcohol-related accident.
The car will be provided by the
University police department.
The Panhellenic Council
will sponsor two lectures by
Jim Harrison, legal counsel
for ABC. The Air Force
ROTC, in conjunction with
the College of Nursing and
the University Wellness Program, will sponsor a "Fun
Run."
Other activities will include
a demonstration of "The Convince^ " a machine that
shows the impact of a collision at five miles per hour.
Also, volunteer breathalyzer
tests will be given around
campus.

requiring a signature.
"This practice is a violation
of the privacy of students and
deters the use of birth control.
Condoms should be handed
out to students presenting a
valid student ID/activity
card, free of charge, to promote responsibility among
students and protect the
health of the students."
Miller defended Redfern by
denying the resolution's
claims. She said that every
student who comes to the
health center is required to fill
out a form. Students desiring
condoms can simply circle the
area that says condoms and
they will be sent to pick the
condoms up in the pharmacy.
"The reason we put condoms on the form is because
some people are a little embarrassed about asking for
condoms," Miller said.
Miller said that if a student
did not want to fill out the
.\\\\\\\\\\\'

form, he could simply ask any
nurse to give him the
condoms.
"If you'd rather go down
the hall and ask a nurse for
condoms, that's all right,"
Miller said.
Another reason Redfern
has students fill out the form
is so that the visit could be
recorded as a student contact,
Miller said.
However, no record of a
student receiving condoms is
recorded on the student's
medical files, Miller said.
After listening to Miller,
Merritt said that he was not
aware that students did not
have to sign a form to get condoms. Merritt said that his
resolution should be amended to support Redfern's
policy.
"I think we need to support
the idea of giving condoms
out," Merritt said. "I don't
think this practice should
stop."
\\\\\\\\\\'

CHOOSING A COLLEGE MAJOR
WORKSHOP
If you haven't yet chosen your major or are
unsure of the choice you have made, join us
at the Counseling & Career Planning Center
for a two-session career workshop. We will
test your career interests and familiarize you
with the majors at Clemson which suit your
interests. Meets Thursdays, Oct. 22 and 29,
from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Call 2451 or stop by the
Counseling Center (across from Redfern)
to sign up.
*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%u%%%%%%%%%%%%%i
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Sailing Club to host
district championship
by Taso Arabatzis
staff writer

^^^

The Clemson University
Sailing Club will host the
South Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing Association fall
district sailboat championship on Saturday and Sunday,
Oct. 17 and 18. The race will
be held on Lake Hartwell,
where the club's dock is located, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The race will determine who
is going to participate in the
regional championship later
in the fall.
Participants in the race are
Florida State University,
University of Florida,

Georgia Tech, Eckerd, NC
State, Duke University, College of Charleston and The
Citadel.
"Unfortunately, we [Clemson] are not going to be taking part in this race," said
Scott Laendlein, team captain
for the University sailing
"The competition is very
stiff and we didn't make it
this time," Laendlein said.
"However, hosting this racp
is something that proves our
good performance and order
in previous semesters, taking
into consideration that the
host is designated by SAISA
depending on how well they
have done in the past."

Russell Roman/staff photographer

Language and International Trade

The Language and International Trade Program and the International Business Club
co-sponsored a panel discussion Wednesday night in the Student Senate Chambers.
Panelists were (from left to right) Claude le Goff, of the University of South Carolina;
James Kuhlmann, of the S.C. State Development Board; Robert Rhoton, of the Economic
Development Authority and Wesley Worley, of Square D Company in Seneca.

Ticket Information
Students desiring football
tickets can pick them up on
the week of the game unless
otherwise announced, according to Jay League,
chairman of the Student
Senate Athletics Committee.
League said Wednesday
that many students were
calling the Athletic Department for information on acquiring football tickets.
Every full-time student is
entitled to a ticket upon
presentation of his student
identification and activities

card, League said.
If the Athletic Department runs out of tickets, a
student can still go to the
football game and sit on the
hill by presenting his identification and activities
card at Gate 1 of Memorial
Stadium.
League also said that the
ticket tables have been missed
by many students lately.
This is because the tables
have been in the courtyard
of the Cooper Library or
under the boardwalk for
weather reasons.

USE

First Citizens Bank
Relay" machines.

and BAKE SALE

Save up to 2 at Domino's Pizza.

Chicken

Offer good at all Anderson, Clemson, and Greenville locations.

sponsored
M3 ar JL# \J
by
Alpha Gamma Rho

10 a.m. • Oct. 17 • Duke game
in front of Fike Rec. Center
Here's an offer you can sink your teeth into! Just use any
First Citizens Bank Relay machine in Anderson, Greenville, or
Clemson, and your receipt will include a coupon good for:

$4.00 a plate
(drink included)

$2

off any delicious 16-inch two or more item pizza
from Domino's Pizza

or

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships
won't make college easier.

C -I off any delicious 12-inch or 16-inch pizza
I
from Domino's Pizza.
Any Relay card can be used at First Citizens Bank Relay
machines. If you don't have a Relay card, get one FREE with
a new or existing checking account at any office of First
Citizens Bank throughout South Carolina.

Just easier to pay for.

Relay locations:
Anderson • 3115 Mall Road
• 123 East Shockley
Ferry Road
• 1670 East Greenville Street
• 302 Pearman Dairy Road

Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to SI,000
a year. Get all the facts.
Stop by the Military Science
Department, adjacent to the University
Post Office, or call 3107.

Clemson • 1150 Tiger Boulevard
• Clemson campus
behind Johnstone
Dormitory

First Citizens Bank

Member F.D.I.C.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

V
s*********************************************'-

Greenville • 101 West Antrim Drive
• 2121 Wade Hampton
Boulevard
•3120 White Horse Road
• Whatley Square (Mauldin)
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Dean of Engineering named to state's Nuclear Advisory Council
The dean of the University's College of Engineering has been named
to the S.C. Nuclear Advisory Council
by S.C. Gov. Carroll Campbell.
"It's a great honor to have been
selected, and this is certainly an appointment I take very, very seriously," said Dean J. Charles Jennett.
Created in 1980, the council provides the governor with advice and
recommendations regarding issues involving the nuclear industry and
nuclear waste management.
The council is made up of five
members—one each representing the
environmental protection community,
nuclear power, the scientific community, the university community
and an at-large appointee.
Jennett's expertise lies in the field of
industrial waste treatment and
management. He is on the Environmental Advisory Board of Martin Marietta's Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, a nuclear facility in Oak
Ridge, Tenn.
"A lot of my research has focused on
the containment of industrial waste,"
Jennett said. "I suppose a lot of people don't realize that when we talk
about nuclear waste and industrial
waste, we're talking about the same
thing—chemicals and their potential
harmful effects on the environment.

news digest
Environmental engineers work to
have both a successful industry and
clean environment."

IBM research contracts
awarded to college
IBM has awarded research contracts valued at $705,000 to the
University's Department of Management in the College of Commerce and
Industry to establish a laboratory
and conduct research into practical
applications of expert systems for
businesses and business schools.
"These are the largest research contracts in the history of the management department," said Michael
Stanl, head of the management department.
Bob Kelley, marketing representative for IBM in Greenville, cited the
management department's recent
success in developing instructional
programs based on the Manufacturing, Accounting and Production Information Control System (MAPICS) for
IBM as the major reason Clemson
was chosen for the expert systems
project.
Charles McNichols, management
professor and key researcher for the

projects, explained the significance of
the contracts. "Expert systems involve the application of artificial intelligence technology. Historically,
computers have only stored and retrieved information.
"Artificial intelligence, getting
computers to exhibit behavior which
appears intelligent to humans, has
been a research topic for more than 30
years. However, our research will
focus on the practical applications of
artificial intelligence in the form of
expert systems used in the business
world and in business schools," he
said.
The management department's research and work will take two directions, Stahl said. "We will be looking
for new applications for this technology in relevant business areas and integrating this kind of material into
business school educational programs. We will be teaching expert
systems to business students who are
not computer experts."
The IBM project, which will include
an IBM 4341 mainframe and an expert systems computer lab for research and teaching, is a collaborative
effort between the management
department and various IBM units in
Greenville, Atlanta and the Research
Triangle Park in North Carolina.
Howard Rambo, branch manager of
IBM in Greenville, Roy Little, site
controller of IBM in the Research
Triangle Park and Robert Ballow,

senior product administrator of
IBM's Academic Information Systems' Atlanta office, were instrumental in developing the contracts.
Rambo and Little are on the Advisory
Board to the College of Commerce
and Industry.

Graduate enrollment
reaches record high
Graduate enrollment at the University climbed to a record number this
fall, said Farrell Brown, associate
dean of the graduate school.
Some 2,890 students enrolled for
the fall semester this year, compared
to about 2,700 last year, Brown said.
Approximately one third of those,
Brown estimates, are foreign nationals. The number of full-time
students increased by 11 percent, to a
record total of 1,308.
Graduate enrollment in the College
of Engineering shot up from 435 to
497, and in Commerce and Industry
enrollment sprang from 313 to 350.
The College of Architecture's enrollment increased from 115 to 137, a
significant percentage change.
There also were increases in
graduate enrollment among the Colleges of Architecture, Education,
Liberal Arts and Sciences. Graduate
enrollment was down slightly in the
Colleges of Agricultural Sciences and
IN ur sing.
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Write news
for

There's only one guaranteed way to
Avoid The NOID®—call Domino's
Pizza®! If your hot, fresh pizza
doesn't arrive within 30 minutes,
we'll take $3.00 OFF! And if you're
not satisfied with your pizza, we'll
replace it or refund your money.
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'The Tiger.'
Call 4006.

$1.00
OFF!

Order your favorite 12"
or 16" pizza and receive
$1.00 OFF!
Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Participating stores only.
Expires: 10/22/87
Please check one:
D 12"
□ 16"

APPLES

Please provide name/phone/address on coupon BEFORE driver arrives.
name:

Granny Smith
Red and
Golden
Delicious

phone:

Serving Clemson and
Clemson University:

654-3082

Ruhamah Orchard
FRESH CIDER
Near Liberty off Hwy. 123
or 178 on Road 27
Open Daily 9-6, Sun. 1-6

$2.00
OFF!

8436090

Order your favorite 16"
ONE or more item PIZZA
and receive 52.00 OFF!

300 College Avenue

Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Participating stores only.
Expires: 10/22/87

PONE SURE WAY

A
R
T

to beat the

RISING COST
OF LIVING

phone:

EARN MORE
MONEY
as a

M
E

Please provide name/phone/address on coupon BEFORE driver arrives,
name:

DELIVERY DRIVER
COOK OR
DISHWASHER
Flexible Hours
Convenient Location
Apply directly to:
PIZZA HUT®

-Hut

1004 Tiger Blvd.
Apply in Person
Monday-Sunday
1-4 p.m.
7-9 p.m.

An Equal Opportunity Employer*-

THE

DOUBLE
DELIGHT
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Only $8.99
(Tax not included.) A
double delightful
combination.
Two regular 12" cheese
pizzas. Extra toppings just
$1.59 for both pizzas.
Expires: 10/22/87
Just ask for THE DOUBLE
DELIGHT!

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS®

One coupon per order Not valid with any other coupon or offer At participating locations only

CUTPS8

Certain restrictions appty, call store for details Return at
least one-half pizza for refund or replacement. NOID*
design in CLAYMATION' by Will Vmton Productions. Inc.

CLASSIC

Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry under $20.
©1987 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FALL 1987
DECEMBER 7-12 1987
EXAM DAY

CLASS TIME
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

MWF
MTWF
MWTHF
MTWTHF
MTTHF

8:00-9:15 TTH
8:00 TTH
9:05
9:05
9:05
9:05
9:05
9:05
9:05

MWF
MW
MF
MF
MWF, 9:30 TTH
MWF, 9:30 T
MWF, 9:30 TH

9:30-10:45 TTH
9:30 TTH
10:10
10:10
10:10
10:10
10:10
10:10
10:10

MWF
MW
WF
MF
MWF, 9:30 TTH
MWF, 9:30 T
MWF, 9:30 TH

11:00-12:15 TTH
11:00 TTH
11:15
11:15
11:15
11:15
11:15
11:15
11:15

MWF
MW
WF
MF
MWF, 11:00 TTH
MWF, 11:00 T
MWF, 11:00 TH

12:20
12:20
|12:20
12:20

MWF
MWF, 11:00 TTH
MWF, 11:00T
MWF, 11:00 TH

EXAM TIME

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10

MONDAY, DECEMBER 7

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11

MONDAY, DECEMBER 7

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11

The last

EXAM DAY

CLASS TIME
12:30-1:45 TTH
12:30 TTH

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10

8:00-11:00 A.M.

1:25
1:25
1:25
1:25

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9

8:00-11:00 A.M.

2:00-3:15 TTH
2:00 TTH

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12

8:00-11:00 A.M.

2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8

8:00-11:00 A.M

3:30-4:45 TTH
3:30 TTH

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8

6:30-9:30 P.M.

3:35 MWF
3:30 MWF, 2:00 TTH

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10

6:30-9:30 P.M.

4:40 MWF

MONDAY, DECEMBER 7

6:30-9:30 P.M.

1:00-4:00 P.M.
MWF
MWF, 12:30 TTH
MWF, 12:30 T
MWF, 12:30 TH

8:00-11:00 A.M.

1:00-4:00 P.M.

MWF
MW, 2:00 TTH
MWF, 2:00 T
MWF, 2:00 TH
MW
MF

1:00-4:00 P.M.

1:00-4:00 P.M.

1:00-4:00 P.M.

1:00-4:00 P.M.

8:00-11:00 A.M.

ALL MONDAY NIGHT CLASSES
MEETING AFTER 4:40

6:30-9:30 P.M.

ALL TUESDAY NIGHT CLASSES
MEETING AFTER 4:40

6:30-9:30 P.M.

ALL WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLASSES
MEETING AFTER 4:40

6:30-9:30 P.M.

ALL THURSDAY NIGHT CLASSES
MEETING AFTER 4:40

6:30-9:30 P.M.

THE LAST DAY TO CHANGE EXAMS IS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25.

TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS
ONE VERY LOW PRICE

day to

FROM PIZZA HUT®
Pizza Hut®
Pairs s10"

withdraw

And just M.29 per topping
covers both pizzas

from

Two single-topping
pizzas

10.99

Each added topping

1.29

Two Supremes

a class

13.99

Two Super Supremes 14.99
NO COUPON NEEDED
JUST ASK FOR
"PAIRS" SPECIAL
(NOT VAUD WITH OTHER OFFERS)

is

SS.

-Hut.

Oct. 28.

EXAM TIME

K< H**? Pw* *!»*.. lb.

654.8692

654-8646
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The American Marketing Associa*
tion will have TAPS pictures taken at
6:15 p.m. at the Alumni Center. A
meeting will follow at 7 p,m, in room
364 Sirrine Hall featuring a speaker
on direct marketing. Professional
dress is required and all majors are
welcome.

Monday, Oct. 19, at 7:30 p.m., in the
Jordan Room.
STUDENT SENATORS: Don't
forget that the picture for TAPS will
be ukwi Monday, Oct. 19, 6:30 p.m.
at the Alumni Center.
CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE: 1976 Chev. Malibu
The Clemeon YMCA After School Classic AM/FM stereo cassette. AC,
Care Program has a position available cruise control. 81.600. D: 656*5738 N:
as a counselor for children in the H644««9.
first-sixth grades. Applicants for the
EARN BIO $$. Exclusive Campus
position must be 18 years of age or
Representative
Needed. Sports
older, hold an advanced lifesaving eer«
tificate, be able to drive a bus, and Novelty Item soon to be national
have experience working with chil- symbol, (713) 499-6084 Mark.
dren. For more information, contact
Wanted: Experienced ear bodyLorrie Woods at the YMCA at
worker/painter
to help restore antique
656-2460.
ear, 639-8939 evenings or 656-4718
days.
Campus Crusade for Christ and
Athletes in Action meet every Thurs«
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for
day night in Hardin Hall at 7 p.m. Registration Assistant. Needs typing
Come join them for fun, fellowship, skills and professional telephone manand training in diseipleship.
ner. Beginning salary, 610,000 with
benefits. May consider job-sharing,
PREPHARMACY MAJORS: There Send resume, telephone number to
will be a short meeting for sopho- Mrs. Nix, Pryor Resources, Inc., P.O.
mores to discuss the process for ap« Box 1766, Clemeon, 89633.
plications and interviews for pharLOST—Homeooming Saturmacy school. The meeting will be on
Monday, Oct. 19, at 6:30 p.m., in the day—small, gold heart-shaped locket,
w/etched front and message inside,
Jordan Room.
Possibly near displays or in town,
PREPHYSICAL THERAPY and Great sentimental value. Reward.
PREOCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 654=2716 after Monday.
MAJORS: There will be a short
NURSINO STUDENTS-White
meeting for sophomores to discuss
the process for applications and inter- pantyhose guaranteed not to run, 13
views for pharmacy school. Michelle different colors. It's ptting cold, so
Burley, a recent graduate of the get them while they're hot. Call Jim
Physical Therapy Department at 856-8173.
MUSC, and Beth Roberts, a recent
For Sale: Men's Blench! 15»speed
graduate of the Occupational
Therapy Department at MUSC, will on/off road bicycle; good shape; 8200.
be our guest. The meeting will be on Call Wayne at 656=6628.

PERSONALS
ROCK: 15 days and counting! As
an
_j eld
old man, d"
do you think you 11 be
able to handle
- it?!
Scoop, Is Your Laundry Dirty? The
Peiaar Laundry-Mat is open 24 hours.
CiAS.
Candi Scott, You're soo hot. I want
to kiss your face a lot. RA
Dave, two weeks down, a lifetime to
live!I Live life to the fullest. We're
here for support.
m

Agent Orange: Hast du dein PIO
WAFFLE verloren? Agent Squid.
a To my Poogie Bear, Hope you're
feeling better (kusen, Kuaen!). Happy
14 months-Ich Liebe Dieh, Always.
Sweetknees. (Isn't this "embarrassing"?!)

MISSING: One roommate.
Answers to the name of Steve.
Little Brown Spot, Tubby, Oysterman, and Paleface: Glad you ''kids"
had fun at Homeooming. This week
we're going to embarrass you!! The
real kids.
Cult-Jam, Full Force, Krispi, and
Merd, Had a great time at Homeooming. Miss y'aU bunches! Lisa-Lisa
Pat and E-man, Good luck tomorrow! By the way, Miami is great on
New Years, Think ORANGE!
Homegirl.
Al Cothran-Wanted by the law!
You are the best roomie anyone
could ask for Leighbol Thanks Babes!
Lbo.

Old man-Thanks for the TOBY
and "playing high school." I'U park
with you anytime. Next time we'll
take Bingo and the kids and make it a
family outing, Young clu.
Attention Females: BEWARE OF
ALL SOCIAL DONUTS!
Jenny Evers: I'm so psyched about
you being my little sis-get excited,
It's gonna be great! YBS, Siuianne
Mama and Papa Spam-7 days and
counting 'til takeoff, —Brother Spam
Benny—Washed any dishes lately?
Well, cheek the list. Your 3 roommates.
Little Bro'i We should get together
sometime and talk about life as we
devour Atomic Fireballs! Love ya'l
Big Bro'.
Mom and Dad-How's it in B'ville?
Your S10C son.
Kerbie, thanks for the ear and the
road trip. Let's NOT do it again soon
—you know why. Chatter
Here's to ALF Parties! I never met
a cat I didn't like.
Ms. X, I understand. Sometimes
Sunshine does turn to rain. T. MAN
Announcements in Campus
Bulletin are provided free of charge to
University Organisations on a limited
basis. Classified ads cost 10 cents per
word for University students and
faculty, 25 cents per word for all
others, Personals are available for 10
cents per word.
Ads and personals must be prepaid
with cash or check, and they can be
dropped off at room 906 of the University Union or sent to Box 2097,
University Station. Deadline is 8 p.m.
Wednesday.

mmfftimmmm.

POST IN CONSPICUOUS PLACE
"TAKE ME TO COLUMBO'S
or LOSE ME FOREVER!"

SIGN UP FOR SKIING
For Credit or Non-credit
4 Days and 1 Night's Skiing
PLUS: Laaaona and Lift Tickets
Equipment and Lodging
Cost: 9177-8182 Datee: Deo. 13-17
Courses: LS-130/LS-230 SPRING

Call 656-2206 or 656-3400 or come to
Information Meetings: Oct. 20, Oct. 21, 6:30 p.m., 138 Lehotsky

(°S^el
V QjSFJ

jKSSf *

BASH
RIPROCKS!

r

f

Pfc
MSSto
Td F,r^

U'cSVZi

I1WII V.li rJ

S
L

Wed.-Wlde Variety
$1.35 Imported Beer
Night 8 p.m.-12 midnight
Corona not Included
Thura.-$2.25 Lite
Draft Pitchers
$2 Bar-brand
8 p.m.-12 midnight
Sat.—Open at 10 a.m.
* Come watch the
Tigers BASH the
Blue Devils!
$6 Bar-brand Pitchers
Mon., Tues., Sat.
Delivery Until 11:30 p.m.
7 Days a Week
OPEN SUNDAY
12 NOON-10 P.M.

Free Delivery
Pleaae tall or^er person whloh coupon you are using

■miin i

—■"■ ■■■'■■ "*^»—

■

'

~

LARGE 3-TOPPING
plus 2-LITER COKE for
(or2-topplngDeepPan)

8

9,90
+ tax
^0J40

1 st SUB FULL PRICE
2nd SUB HALF PRICE
3rd SUB HALF PRICE
TWO MEDIUM SINGLE- '11.00
TOPPING PIZZAS
+ tax
(regular crust)
M1.55
Add 81.50 per topping
Valid all semester 1987
Please tell phone person which coupon
you are using
Not valid with other specials

654-1103
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THE LOCAL CHAPTER
OF ZENITH
COMPUTER NERDS
PRESENTS

SHiLOOl
THE HOTTEST NEW
GREEK
ON CAMPUS!
DISCOVER SHELDON'S SECRET TO COMPUTER NERD SUCCESS. GET A ZENITH
DATA SYSTEMS PERSONAL COMPUTER. NOW AT GREAT STUDENT PRICES.
VISIT YOUR NEARBY ZENITH CAMPUS CONTACT TODAYI

Zenith Data Systems
5555 Oakbrook Parkway
1-800-237-7590

r

£NiTH

data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'
* 1987. Zenfth D»u Syjlemj
Font) No. 1731
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Features
ROTC

Cadets 'better trained' for real life
by Hugh Gray
staff writer

of a buck private." Since
then, though, the battalion
has been growing.
In his first year as proEditor's Note: October 19-24
is designated as ROTC Week. fessor of military science at
The week honors Clemson the University, Lt. Col. Brooke
cadets who went on to serve Harris takes the helm of a
in the military in war or strong program. Last year,
peacetime capacities, as well cadet Shawn Burke was ranked
as cadets presently enrolled in 30th of the 4000 cadets in all
of the ROTC. A few years
the program.
prior to that, Clemson
For years, Bowman Field boasted the number one cadet
has been the parade ground. in the nation.
Ask anyone from Walter Cox
More than one third of the
to Judge Keller, and they'll cadets are on scholarship, and
tell you of synchronized pa- applications are still being
rades and cadets in dress- taken for more. And all evigray uniforms.
dence says that the program
Although the University will remain strong.
ceased to function as a mili"Clemson ROTC has comtary institution in the '50s, missioned 85 officers in the
the tradition is carried on by last four years. By the end of
the Fightin' Tiger Battalion this year, the number will be
of the Army Reserve Officers' pushed well above 100,"
Training Corps. The only dif- Harris said. He also added
ference is that these cadets that 70 percent of all commiswear the modern-day battle- sioned lieutenants in the
dress uniform.
Army come from ROTC proA low point was during the grams like the Fightin' Tiger
Vietnam War, when a mem- Battalion.
ber of the 1970 freshman
Harris also credits ROTC
class was quoted as saying, for training cadets in more
"Of course, I'm going to sign than military skills.
up for ROTC. With the draft
"Cadets are better trained
on, I may as well go in as a in real life, real problems, real
commissioned officer instead time management than the

average Clemson student," he
said. "Students who take
ROTC, whether for a semester or for four years, are able
to take with them a skill that
they can use anywhere they
go and for anything they do."
David Jolly, cadet commander of the battalion, has
experienced this training
firsthand.
"ROTC was actually above
my expectations," Jolly said.
"Besides leadership and
and self-confidence. Nothing
else in the college environment can prepare you for the
real world as well."
Jolly said his father, who
The Tiger mascot shows his support for the Fightin'
was in ROTC himself, recommended the program. Many Tiger Battalion by holding up the Clemson Army ROTC flag
cadets, like Jolly, follow then- atop the main gun of a 155mm self-propelled Howitzer.
parents' footsteps into the cruiting operations officer.
tunity to win a scholarship,
military. Some, however,
Basic camp is designed to which pays tuition, fees and
decide to take this step on help individuals make up for books."
their own after coming to the ROTC instruction they
Clemson.
Freshman cadet Dana Kresmissed and to qualify them
"Freshmen and sopho- for the advanced course. The . sierer sees potential for
mores can still start on the Army pays transportation to self-actualization through the
road to getting a commission and from camp and each stu- program.
by enrolling second semester dent who completes the camp
"I hope to gain a full underin Military Science 102 or receives approximately $670
standing of my capabilities,
202, respectively, and com- plus room and board.
plete their requirements by
"One of the real advantages both mentally and physically,
attending basic camp," said of attending basic camp," as well as a general knowlMajor Pete Stockunas, re- «*»id Stockim»<?. "is the oppor- edge of the Army," she said.

Frog ladder supports higher education
by Kim Norton
features editor
Look, up on the wall . . .
it's a bird ... it's a plane ...
no, it's super frog.
Since most frogs cannot
jump over two-foot walls in
a single bound, the "super
frogs" are being given a
helping hald by some concerned chemistry.
Apparently, frogs had been
getting into Hunter Hall by
way of some grates outside
the building that allow air
exchange, said chemistry
professor Joe Allen. "Frogs
were jumping or falling
through the grates and landing in a room below that is
somewhat steamy," he said.
"The frogs began reproducing, but when they couldn't
find food they died, which
made an awful smell."
To keep the frogs from entering the chemistry building, the "frog wall," as it
has been dubbed, was
erected around the grates.
This construction, which occurred about three weeks
ago, caused distress to

by Regina Earl
staff writer

Eric Freshwater/head photographer

The sign and ladder supporting "higher education" for
frogs was placed outisde of Hunter Hall last Friday.
Allen's Chemistry 101 section 9 lab. The concerned
students made their opinion
known last Friday.
The "frog ladder," an
orange and purple ladder
made of wooden dowels, was
placed against the wall to
aid the frog cause.
Of course, the frogs cannot actually climb, or rather
hop, up the ladder, but the

idea was to promote frog
awareness.
The chemistry building
administrators have gotten
as big a kick out of the frog
ladder as the students, Allen
said. So for the time being,
the frog ladder and sign will
remain at the frog wall.
As Allen said, "Remember, frogs want a college
education, too."

Low-impact aerobics easier on joints
by Gene Weston
staff writer
The fitness craze has swept
across Clemson University.
People are running, weightlifting and aerobicizing.
Maybe you, too, want to get
into shape but not by the
usual "no pain, no gain"
methods.
That's why there's lowimpact aerobics. "It's a highintensity workout, but's
easier on your joints," instructor Angel Clemson said.
Low-impact aerobics uses
controlled movements. Using

Club befriends area youth

tensed muscles, the aerobiciser does knee lifts, kicks and
lunging movements—just
more slowly and more controlled than in regular
aerobics.
The instructor can communicate better with the
students because of less
"crowd noise" usually experienced in regular classes.
This way the instructor can explain an exercise and how it
affects the body.
Contrary to popular belief,
"It's not an easier or beginner
course," Clemson said. The
work-out is designed to tone
up the body safely. "It's

easier on your cardiovascular
system and joints," Clemson
said.
This form of workout is not
limited to women only—a
misconception of many people.
"Guys," faculty and administration and older residents of the Clemson area attend the classes also.
Low-inpact aerobics sessions
.last longer than regular aerobics, but "you're not killing
yourself," in the words of
Clemson.
The sessions meet Monday
through Thursday at 4 p.m.
and 5 p.m. in the Fike dance
room annex.

"Hey mister, you want my
Coke?" a small boy once said
to his football idol. "Really,
you can have it." Viewers of
that famous commercial
could sense the awe and admiration that the boy had for
Mean Joe Green, but one wonders how the baU player felt.
The members of Clemson's
CoUegiate Brotherhood for
Youth know that feeling.
The CoUegiate Brotherhood
for Youth is a campus organization that supplies "big
brothers" for disadvantaged
youth in the Clemson area.
Founded in 1984, the all-male
organization works with the
Clemson Department of Social Services to help young
boys who need a bit of
guidance.
"We work with boys between the ages of seven and
11, "said club President
Marty Flynn. "These kids are
ones who come from broken
homes or who have trouble in
school. Sometimes we have
kids who are mildly handicapped and just need a

friend."
With the help of University
employee Bob Douglas and
Clemson resident Ron Young,
the brothers form one-on-one
relationships with the boys.
The rules are few, and it
does not take much time on
the part of the big brother.
The brothers form friendships
with the boys and try to be
someone dependable in their
lives.
"It really does not take
much time. AU we require is
three hours a week to be spent
with the 'little brother,'"
Flynn said.
Helping them with homework and taking them to
sporting events are two
popular activities. "They
really look up to the
athletes," Flynn said.
Once the brothers are assigned, there are few group
meetings, the organization
does have semester gettogethers for aU the kids and
their big brothers, and every
summer there is a trip to
Garden City for a weekend.
"Being a 'big brother' is a
see Club, page 17
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Brian Arldt/senior staff photographer

Tracy Johnson carries the ball for two of his 42 yards on the day, as he scores this third quarter touchdown
against the Cavaliers.

'**\

sat

Eric Freshwater/head photographer

Fleetwood Mac shows the audience what rock and roll is all about at their
concert last Saturday night.

***»*^jjj[

Therese Roby (left) and Jeff Kerbow portray an eMel
skit during Tigerama. The chorus is the first non-Greek oil

I
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omecoming 1987

Jill Russell/TAPS photographer

The Chi Psi fraternity poses in front of its winning Homecoming display, titled "Clemson and the
CC Salute the Olympics." Chi Psi has won the still display competition each of the past four years.

Ken Birchfield/senior staff photographer

lyftouple watching TV in the University Chorus'
ganization to participate in the skit competition.

Allison Cureton/staff photographer

The Kappa Sigma fraternity came in third place in the still
display competition with their 40-foot-high depiction of a tiger
climbing the Empire State Building. The display was titled "Tigers
Kongering the ACC."
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Dalton worked among political giants
by Debra Messick
staff writer

People Are Talking About

profile

Ask Clemson senior Brett
Dalton how he spent his summer vacation and, chances
are, he would smile politely
and not say a word. It isn't
that the soft-spoken Pickens
native is trying to keep his
White House internship a
state secret. But he worries
that the folks back home
might find him, well, just a
little bit boastful.
It took him a while to talk
about the time he went to a
party and found himself in
the same room with Secretary
of State George Shultz and
Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger... and the day he
had lunch with Vice President
George Bush. He waited to be
asked before finally, quietly,
admitting that yes, he actually
met the president, and yes, he
spoke to Fawn Hall.
What Brett really wanted
to talk about was his job in
the Office of Public Liaison.
Recommended by Chief of
Staff Howard Baker (Brett
had worked as a Senate floor
page in high school for both
Sen. Strom Thurmond and
then Sen. Howard Baker), his
job began as a routine clerical
staff position. Brett answered
phones, filed letters and even
penned a few lines of presidential correspondence (no,
Virginia, the president doesn't
really write all those letters
himself).
But when his supervisor
and another senior staff
member departed soon after
his arrival, Brett began to
shoulder more responsibility.
He helped to arrange White
House photo sessions with,
among others, the Multiple
Sclerosis "Mother and Father
of the Year," which took
place, he recalled, in the Oval
Office.

Brett also assisted in setting up Rose Garden ceremonies where President
Reagan welcomed constituent
groups, including the Future
Farmers of America. (According to Dalton, the Public
Liaison Office is responsible for
covering the entire spectrum
of groups and organizations
from around the country who
wish to meet with the President, so the job is a big one.)
Eventually, Brett was
given charge of an entire
publicity project—helping
to coordinate the national
convention of the Young
Americans for Freedom, a
group founded by William F.
Buckley Jr. One of the convention's main speakers was
Secretary of Defense Weinberger.
When he was not arranging
briefings and tours on behalf
of the White House, Brett
served as a sort of "liaison"
between the White House and
its conservative constituency,
attending the briefings held
by the various conservative
foundations and think tanks
in Washington, including the
Heritage Foundation and
Free Congress, and reporting
their concerns back to his
supervisors.
Among Brett's souvenirs
from his summer experience
were a publicity event program autographed by Fawn
Hall, and a "good-bye" card
signed by the people he worked
with, one of whom had written "thumbs up, Ollie."
Brett saw Col. Oliver North
a number of times and also
spoke to his secretary on occasion. "I didn't really know
her," he said of Fawn Hall,
"but my impression was that
she was different than the
media portrayed her—she was

FREE Homemade Ice Cream
or Yogurt With a Purchase of
a Homemade Sandwich

Brett Dalton
White House intern

pretty, but she also seemed
more intelligent than you
might have guessed from
watching her on the news."
What was the mood among
the staffers working in the
eye of the Iran-Contra storm?
"Impatient and a little bit
angry . . . angry that Congress seemed trying to get the
president, instead of getting
the facts about what happened," Dalton said.
Having worked on the other
side of the fence his two summers as a Senate page, how
did that experience compare
with working in the executive branch? "In the
Senate," Dalton said, "you
saw things happen every
day—arguments, lobbying,
bills being introduced—and
you also saw the end product
of those actions."
Sounding almost like an
echo of an earlier idealistic
generation, Brett expressed
the wish that there were more
people in office who would
stand up for their beliefs
without being so easily
swayed by public opinion.
With a sad, quiet smile, he
said, "the best decisions and
conclusions are not usually
the ones our leaders choose to
follow."

or Yogurt
BILO PLAZA

Exp. 10/20/87

A WOULD WDE PORES PRODUCTION "CAUGHT" Starring JOHN SHEPHERD ■ AMEUTT DEU • ALEX TETTEHLARTEY
TOh FREDERK be GROOT • MARNIX KAPPERS • KIMHRLEY SIMMS • JILL IRELAND os Janet Dewn • BUY GRAHAM
Sound MICHAEl STRONG • Music TED NEE1EY ■ Director of Ptiolography EDDY von der ENDEN ■ Editor I MICHAEL HOOSER
Execute Producer WILLIAM E BROWN ■ Produced by JEJRY BALLEW- Wittenond Directed by JAMES ECOUJER

Bun!
ASTRO THREE THEATRE—Oct. 16-22
Nightly 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 2:00, 4:00, 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
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TAPS picture
Monday, Oct. 19, at 4:45 p.m.
Alumni Center

"PLEZ U
^FObD STORES

THE GENOA CLUB
CLEMSON, S.C.
Wednesday—$100 Vodka
Thursday—$150 Bar Brands

TIGER FAVORITES

Friday—4 p.m.-10 p.m. Free Draft

$

BUD - SUITCASES - 10.99
NATURAL LIGHT-$9.99/ CASE
$

BUSCH- 7.99/CASE

(WE RESERVE KEGS) • 654-2907
233 PENDLETON RD. BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY

+ Wine For Ladies
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Club

Take It Lightly

from page 13

"It makes you realize how
valuable some things are that
you take for granted, like a
good home life and good
friends. You get to help someone, help them to build self
confidence, to realize their
talents."
Clemson's Collegiate Brotherhood for Youth is now in an
expansion stage. They have

more cases than they do
brothers, and they are hoping
to take in new members. "We
want to give our current little
brothers new big brothers
when theirs graduate," Flynn
said. We want to keep that
consistency in their lives,
something they have come to
depend on."
Anyone interested in join-

ing and becoming a big
brother should contact Marty
Flynn or Bob Douglas for
more information. "Get involved in this," said Flynn.
"When you do something for
your little brother and he
looks up at you to thank you,
it really makes you feel like a
superstar, like Mean Joe
Green."

A SMUTE TO CROUE SKVRffr
CROWE SCCUR |TY F/6HI SoNG

mipKTHEmmoncjiovE
uErmttHmTorowirouT;
Utonjufi Ticms is oua fmt

Dates to remember:
Oct. 26-27

Fall Break

Nov. 2-6

Pre-registration

Nov. 26-27

Thanksgiving
holidays

Dec. 7-12

Final Exams

Dec. 17

Mid-year
graduation

by Kevin McKinley

BIQtLfy SCOOTEDWMMt,
CgOWE SECURITY MoTTo » TICKET

msri MK QUESTIONS wot

If you have
an interesting
feature idea,
call Kim Norton
at 2150.

DELIVERY STARTS
DAILY AT

$1.00 OFF

11 A.M.

7"
10"
14"
16"
20"

DELIVERS FREE
SPECIAL PRICE
DOLLAR STRETCHER

Cheese Pizza
$2.00
Cheese
$4.20
Cheese
$6.00
Cheese
$7.85
Cheese
Cheese $10.25

Pepperoni-Mushrooms
Onions and Green Peppers
No Substitutions
7" DOLLARSTRETCHER
10,: DOLLARSTRETCHER
14" DOLLARSTRETCHER
16" DOLLARSTRETCHER
20" DOLLARSTRETCHER

Take Your Pick of
(EtaUME PIZZA TOPPINGS |
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham, Canadian
Bacon, Black Olives, Green Olives, Sau-j
sage, Onions, Ground Beef, Green Pepi
pers, Jalapenos, Sliced Tomatoes, Xtral
7" Pizza .50 per topping
10" Pizza .80 per topping
14" Pizza 1.25 per topping
16" Pizza 1.40 per topping
20" Pizza 2.00 per topping

Cheese, Onions, Seen Peppa. Peppetoni, Fresh Sausage. Canadian Bacon,
Black CHrves. Mushrooms. Anchovies (if requested)

Garlic Bread
Cheese Bread
Pizza Bread

Reg. Thick
Crust Crust
4.25
3.75
8.25
7.45
11.75 13.00
14.25 15.65
18.75 20.75
Short
.80
1.00
1.20

Expires 12/1/87
FOR COUPON CBEOIT

$9.99
1 COUPON PER PIZZA
Expires 12/1/87

DINE

FOR COUPON CREDIT

E
Q,

DIAL 654-6990

J££OOFF

E

o

Salad Bar - $2.59 ALL-U-CAN-EAT

E

CRISP TOSSED SALAD 1.50

16" LARGE SIZE
2 OR MORE TOPPING PIZZA

Expires 12/1/87
0INE IN — OELIVERY — TO GO
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
FOR COUPON CHEOIT DIAL 654-6990
TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

3.50

COUPON SPECIAL

Lettuce, Tomato, Black Olives, Pepperoni, Ham, Turkey,
Cheese, Carrots, Bacon Bits. Choice of dressing.

5.25
5.75
6.25

All dinners served with hot garlic bread, salad, & iced tea.

PRICE and COMPARE

-i

ANY REGULAR PRICE

o

(excludes Danny Ford & Cliff Ellis Sandwich)

CHANELO'S DINNERS
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
Spaghetti & Meat Balls
Lasagna

W_DELIVEBY—TO GO

TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

«i Pepperoni, Carrots, Lettuce, Purple Cabbage & Tomato.
^
Choice of Dressing: 1000 Island, French, Italian, Bleu Cheese

Long
1.50
1.90
2.00

DIAL 654-6990

SUPREME DREAM
14" SUPREME PIZZA
PLUS 2 COKES

3.29
5.99
8.99
10.99
13.99

7" PIZZA 1 TOPPING + SALAD BAR
+ 12 oz. DRINK
OR
SHORT SANDWICH + SALAD BAR
+12 oz. DRINK
ONLY 3.33

CHANELO'S CHEFS SALAD

OWE COUPON PER PIZZA

TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

DINE-IN SPECIALS

E
d-

SUPREME PIZZA
HAS EVERYTHING!

7"
10"
14"
16"
20"

ANY REGULAR PRICE
14" 16" or 20"
PIZZA
DINE IN—OELIVERY—TO GO

€L PARTY SIZE 20" PIZZA
CHEESE + 1 TOPPING
AND 4 COKES
JB
ONLY $10.99
Expires 12/1/87
DINE IN — OELIVERY — TO GO
ONE COUPON «R ORDER

FOR COUPON CREDIT DIAL 654-6990
TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR UKOEI YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON
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UNIVERSITY UNION

North Carolina
Shakespeare Festival
Performs
"A Midsummer Nights
Dream"
Oct. 19 • 8 p.m.
In Tlllman Auditorium
Cost $5 and $7

LOOK AT WHAT'S SHOWING ..
AT THE MOVIESI
"Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home"
Thursday-Saturday
Oct. 15-17 • 7 and 9:30 p.m. • $1.75
"Willy Wonka"-Sunday, Oct. 18
7 and 9:15 p.m. • FREE

LIVE IN EDGAR'S . . .
"FORMULA 7 »J
FRIDAY-SATURDAY, OCT. 16-17
9 p.m.-12 a.m. • $2 cover charge
IF you wear GREEK LETTERS Fridaycover charge Is $1
IF you present your DUKE GAME ticket stubSaturday's cover charge Is $1

• OUTDOOR REC. •
Fly away In the Channel 4
Hot Air Balloon! Located on
BOWMAN FIELD
Saturday, Oct. 17 • 10-11:30 a.m.
FREE
Whitewater Rafting Trip
Shoot the rapids of the Oooee River
Sunday, Oot. 18 • 9:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Blgn up at the Loggia Info. Desk
Cost~$20

Got a Minute?
Take a Short Course!
Bartending *2-Oct. 19 • 7-9 p.m. • $7.50
First Ald-Oct. 19 • 6-10 p.m. • $19.50

* SHUTTLE SERVICE *
Sign up for FALL BREAK
shuttles at the Information desk NOWI
SHUTTLE TIMES:
9 a.m.-10 p.m. • FRIDAY, OCT. 23
11 a.m.-10 p.m. • TUESDAY, OCT. 27
OOST IS $10 EAOH WAY.

SION-UP DEADLINE IS TODAY!

<&■

\, &

* Schedules will be available Monday at
2 p.m. at the Loggia Info Desk
* Pick up airline tickets Tuesday, Oct. 20

DRIVE UP AND WATCH A MOVIE!
Friday, Oct. 30 • 7:30 p.m.-?
Located In parking lot behind the stadium
$4 per CAR LOAD

ATTENTION COMMUTING STUDENTS!
A new computer printout listing commuter
students In the CLEMSON, ANDERSON,
and GREENVILLE areas has been placed
at the LOGGIA INFO. DESKI
Interested In carpooling?
Come check out the printoutl

FUN AND GAMES
ACUI CAMPUS BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, Oct. 20 • 7 p.m.
$1 entry fee
"PRIZES" will be awarded
• Bring Backgammon sets
* 1st-place winner will become Clemson's
Regional Representative and will win an
all-expense-paid trip to the competition
at University of Tennessee-Knoxvllle on
Feb. 26-28.
—Union Games Area
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Entertainment
Mac brings tour to Homecoming
by Ken Birchfield
staff writer
Knowing that Fleetwood
Mac hasn't toured in nearly
five years and is now performing without the talents of
Lindsay Buckingham, most
fans weren't quite sure what
to expect from the band's
Homecoming appearance in
Clemson. But the more than
8,000 faithful who crowded
into Littlejohn Coliseum last
Saturday night were treated
to two solid hours of classic
rock 'n' roll in a spectacular
display of musical talent.
The band opened the show
with "Say You Love Me,"
"The Chain " and "Dreams,"
immediately laying to rest
any lingering doubts as to the
band's ability to perform
without Buckingham. They
immediately followed with
the hit "Isn't It Midnight"
from their most recent album,
"Tango in the Night."
Billy Burnette, playing in
Buckingham's stead, took the
crowd back to the early days
of Fleetwood Mac with a
blues tune consisting of
choppy, rolling guitar pieces
pulled along by a steady bass
and drum beat. The song,
which drew strong praises
from the crowd, was a clear
reminder that this group was
originally formed in 1967 as a
blues band.
Stevie Nicks made a tem-

concert review
porary departure from the
stage leaving Christie McVie
with the men to play a hard,
down-to-earth rock 'n' roll
tune that relied a great deal
on lengthy instrumental
pieces. At one point during
the song, Rick Vito walked to
the rear center stage where
Mick Fleetwood rocked
fiercely on the drums. Vito,
sporting his electric guitar,
stepped up to the percussionist's platform as if to
challenge Fleetwood. The two
men engaged in an intense,
fast-paced rock duel, never
losing eye contact with each
other as the crowd roared
with approval.
Fleetwood was hot all
night, but did get some
assistance from a stage hand
who poured water down his
back to cool him off.
Several songs later,
Christine McVie and Stevie
Nicks teamed up to sing a cut
from one of Nicks' solo
albums called "Has Anyone
Ever Written Anything For
You." With McVie at the
grand piano, the duo's love
song provided a welcome
change of pace.
The band kicked into high
gear once again with "World
Turning," which opened the
door for a two-minute solo by
Fleetwood. The backup per-

cussionist, surrounded by an
array of wind chimes and
bells and bouncing to the beat
in his horned hat, provided
strong support as Fleetwood
made his way to the front of
the stage to complete the second part of his number. The
electric drums planted in his
vest thumped wildly as his
hands danced on his torso.
The crowd enjoyed the entertainment in spite of the burst
of eerie, cat-like screams that
Fleetwood hurled at the
crowd without warning.
The concert heated up with
the well-known "Gypsy" and
the recently released "Little
Lies." The whole house began
to dance and sing along with
Nicks as she led 'Stand
Back," another hit from her
solo career.
The band rounded out the
show with "You Make Loving
Fun" and "Go Your Own
Way."
The group left the stage,
but the entire crowd stood
and cheered wildly for more.
The first encore included
"Don't Stop," with Burnette
on lead vocals, but the fans
still hadn't had enough.
Christine McVie came back
on stage to finish the show
with "Songbird" from the
"Rumours" LP, one of the
biggest-selling albums of the
'70s.
A big surprise of the evening was that they never sang

Eric Freshwater/haad photographer

Drummer and co-founder Mick Fleetwood of Fleetwood Mac pounds out the beat during the group's concert Saturday night.
"Sara," a major hit from the
Expressing to the crowd
album "Tusk."
her reaction to the show,
Even so, Fleetwood Mac Nicks said "This has been the
put on a stunning perform- funnest show of the six."
ance. Packing the evening Judging from the crowd's
with great hits and a touch of reaction, Fleetwood Mac's
showmanship, the band never 1987 tour stop in Clemson
let up.
won't soon be forgotten.

O'Neal gives lowdown on 'Hearsay' LP
by Terry E. Manning
entertainment editor
Despite having released one
of the best debut R&B albums of the decade,
Alexander O'Neal fell into a
little bit of trouble.
Hooked on cocaine and
alcohol, the satin-voiced
balladeer stood on the verge
of seeing his career go down
the proverbial drain. He got
by with a little help from his
friends, namely, Jimmy Jam
and Terry Lewis of FlyteTyme
Productions.
Also with their help, he has
dodged the sophomore jinx

Cruzados give uninspired performance
as opening act for Fleetwood Mac
by Tom Meares
staff writer
The L.A.-based Cruzados
opened the show for Fleetwood
Mac Saturday and proceeded
to give one of the most boring
and uninspired performances
in Littlejohn concert history.
While at first glance the
Cruzados might resemble Los
Lobos, one listen to thenmusic makes it evident that
they have nowhere near the
talent of their East L.A. comrades. Their songs range from
trite ("Small Town Love ) to
cliche-ridden ("Road ol
Truth," "Bed of Lies"). During their 45-minute set, the
band lumbered through songs
from their self-titled debut
and their latest album, Alter

Dark" (Wow! That title sure
sounds familiar!).
Guitarist Marshall Rohner
is a competent player, but the
Cruzados' material affords
him little opportunity to display his fretboard prowess.
The leads he did play Saturday night, however, came
across as forced and contrived.
Lead singer Tito Larriva
had little trouble in finding
just the wrong note at times.
He has the most stage presence of any of the Cruzados,
however, and he used this
advantage to compensate tor
his less-than-excellent vocal
ability. When the Mac-biased
crowd appeared to be getting
extremely bored, he would
woo them with great lines like

"So we won today?" or "How
'bout them Tigers!" Who is
"we?" Does Tito go to
Clemson?
Drummer Chalo Quintana
did the minimum job of a
drummer, that is, he kept the
beat. By the end of the set,
you had to be asking yourself,
"How did these blokes get to
open for Fleetwood Mac?"
Bass player Tony Marsico
paced nonchalantly across the
stage, looking just as puzzled
by that question himself.
"Billboard" magazine once
said that the Cruzados "play
like their lives depend on it."
Saturday night they looked
like they were playing to see
which one could get on the
bus first.

album review
and released his second
album, "Hearsay," which
very easily stands beside and
surpasses
his
first
eponymously-titled effort.
The album opens with party
sounds. O'Neal's husky baritone invites his guests to
"Party, 'cause when I say
'party,' you got to party."
From these sounds emerges
"(What Can I Say) To Make
You Love Me." This track is
an up-tempo dance number
and is terribly infectious.
"No, I didn't write The Book

of Love/But I try my best to
read it every day/To learn the
way into a good girl's
heart/By being a gentleman."
Very nice.
The first track's momentum is killed, though, by the
next track, "Hearsay." This
song is intolerably run-of-themill; O'Neal doesn't even
seem to have much enthusiasm for this one.
Much better is "The
Lovers." "The lovers win
every time/You must hold on
to the love that you find/In a
world of mass confusion, one
see Hearsay, page 20

Campus Highlights
Performing The North Carolina Shakespeare Festival
Arts Series will perform "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" Oct. 19 in Tillman Auditorium. Student admission is $5 and $7 for the general
public.

Y-Theater

"Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home" will be
playing at the Y-Theater Oct. 15 through
Oct. 17. Shows are at 7 and 9:30 p.m., and
admission is $1.75.

Edgar's

The Central Dance and Concert Committee
will present Formula 7 in Edgar's Oct. 16
from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. There will be a $1
cover charge.
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Hearsay
from page 19
thing I find/It seems the this album's best song. Every
lovers win every time." From aspect of the composition is
the opening staccato string superb, from the lushly seducsection to the lyrics, this one tive arrangement to the
writing. "Cloudy was the day
is very engaging.
"Fake " is the next track. It when Sunshine came into my
was a runaway hit at the end life/And made it brighter/She
of this summer and maintains touches me with her warmits hard-hitting force. The ness as the light shines in her
song takes the point of view smile/She makes me happy."
Jam and Lewis have a knack
of man who is fed with the
wigs, false eyelashes and for touching ballads ranging
pretensions of the woman he's from the Human League's
dating. There is definite edge "Human" to The S.O.S.
to the humor in the lyrics, but Band's "Even When You
the driving bass line makes Sleep" to this one.
this track very accessible.
"Sunshine" segues into
The next cut was produced '' Crying Overtime,'' which
by Jellybean Johnson, former comes across as a little
drummer for The Time. melodramatic. Still, it is a
Johnson has a hard-edged very soothing ballad.
style, with percussion taking
A more conventional type
the front, and his bass and of "slow jam" is "When The
synthesizer inserts flesh out Party's Over." Another nice
the arrangement. Much like track.
Nona Hendryx's "Why
This album is a major acShould I Cry?" which complishment for O'Neal.
Johnson also produced, Personally, the songs stand
"Criticize" is destined for the as musical exorcism of the
dance floor.
demons that troubled his life.
Cherrelle guests on "Never He confronts boldly the peoKnew Love Like This." I had ple who criticized him and
thought that this would be a turned away; he states what
remake of the Stephanie Mills he looks to for support—love.
minor classic. It's not, but is
Musically, he stretches the
just as pleasing. In a return limits of his vocal range, venfor O'Neal's vocals on her turing from his silky baritone
"Saturday Love," Cherrelle to an equally smooth falsetto.
has helped produce a light, This is particularly admirable
charming ballad. "I've been in a singer whose voice is alkissed, I've been missed/never ready such a formidable inknew love like this." Good strument.
Alexander
stuff.
O'Neal's "Hearsay"is a must"Sunshine" is far and away buy for 1987.

Starring
at the Moon
Rock bands Driving 'n'
Crying (above) and Next Generation (left) steamed up the
atmosphere in Spanish Moon.
Spanish Moon is located
in downtown Clemson above
Big D's Piggy Strut Soul Pit
Barbecue.

ROCKLINE 654-1560 REQUESTS

Steak Dinner
including:
gravy, biscuits and
2 vegetables
$099

tJUL-RjUJjjinStnjiiLi

mm

WCCP
1560
. ttffjjgjg CLASSIC 7^OC<

Hwy. 123
Seneca

;

882-5555

Business Majors Invited To
Career-Planning Presentation
By Marc West
LT U.S. Navy Supply Corps
The career path followed by most business
students is to go directly from campus to corporation. A career-planning audio-visual presentation of the Navy's Supply Corps questions
whether that path is the best one for ambitious
students.
According to this presentation, global experience gained in the Supply Corps has been a major factor in the exceptional success of top business and financial executives, such as:
• James D. Robinson HI, Chairman
American Express
• J.W. Marriott, Chairman/CEO
Marriott Corp.
• James Ketelson, CEO
Tenneco Inc.
• Robert I. Stewart, President
Liberty National Life Insurance Company
• John J. Pruis, Vice President
Corporate Relation's Ball Corp.
The success of these and many other prominent executives may be explained in part by experience not taught in classrooms or learned in
most entry-level positions. This experience includes: learning to work with people, develop-

with coupon

ment of a global perspective, management techniques, and postgraduate education in business
comparable to an MBA.

Supply Corps officers don't
command ships or gun batteries.

Expires 10-22-87

The Johnston House
Females Only

Rooms for Rent
Summer and Fall Sessions
$160 per month, includes utilities
kitchen and laundry privileges
Walking distance from campus
114 Wigington St. • 654-7208

As the elite business professionals of the
Navy, Supply Corps officers manage one of the
largest, most complex business operations on
the globe.

Two Career Possibilities
Business students accepted for commissioning in the Supply Corps have two options.
1. The Supply Corps as a career.
2. Return to a civilian position after a tour of
two to four years. Under this option, students
would be trained for positions which otherwise would not be offered to them.
Business students may find out if they qualify
to join the elite business professionals in the
Supply Corps by attending a career-planning
presentation entitled "The United States Navy
Supply Corps. The Business Professionals of
the Navy."
This presentation will be conducted by LT
Marc West one time only this semester at 4:30
P.M. Monday, November 2, in Room 807, Johnstone Hall.

KEGS
NATURAL LIGHT-$39.00/DEP
BUDWEISER - s43.50 / DEP
(WE RESERVE KEGS) • 654-2907
233 PENDLETON RD. BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY
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Ibrahim claims big
win on Sunday
Head Soccer Coach I.M. Ibrahim
knew that his team had its back
against the wall when it went into
Sunday's game with South Carolina.
It had to win the game to have any
chance for an NCAA Tournament
bid.
TRAILING
THE TIGER

f^- •=-*

Tommy Hood
Sports Editor
But for Ibrahim it was more a
matter of pride, and Sunday's 2-1
win over the Gamecocks meant
much more than a mere NCAA bid.
Ibrahim is the soccer team's only
head coach in its 21-year history,
and he has compiled some impressive numbers in those years. He
has a career record of 285-58-18 at
Tigertown and 10 ACC championships to his credit.
However, eight of those titles
came in an eight-year stretch from
1972-1979, and after winning the
National Championship in 1984, he
has seen the other teams in the
ACC progress rapidly toward the
level of play he had set as his
standard.
Last year he finished third in the
ACC, had a 12-6-2 mark and his
team did not make the NCAA playoffs for only the second time in 15
years. It was a frustrating year to
say the least, as he saw his team
defeated by Duke 5-2, Furman 3-1
and South Carolina 4-3, as the
Tigers had plenty of talent, but little team unity.
And this year his team seemed to
be headed for another mediocre
season as it would have at least six
newcomers that would have to contribute heavily to the Tigers' fortunes. And at first it seemed that
bad luck would be the downfall of
the team if youth wasn't.
They lost 2-0 to North Carolina
when the usually sure-handed
goalie Chris Dudley allowed a couple
of Tar Heel scores. They then lost
to Duke 2-0 after outshooting the
Blue Devils 22-8. The Tigers had
three shots to hit the posts or
With the two losses the Tigers
were 9-2. But with both losses
coming to Southeast region opponents, their backs were against the
wall as far as getting an NCAA bid
went as they faced Carolina last
Sunday.
But for I.M. Ibrahim, a win over
the Gamecocks would mean that
their spot as the top team in the
state would be regained, and they
could once again be respected as
one of the top teams in the Southeast region.
Ibrahim credits himself for building the programs in the Southeast
with his powerhouses in the '70s.
And to see his team fall behind the
others in the region has been
something of which Ibrahim is not
proud.
And he knows that this season
could be a make-or-break season
for his team with so much young
talent. If he could produce a group
of winners from this year's bunch,
he could once again be on his way
to dominating soccer in the SouthpQCf

And on Saturday he showed that
his team could possibly do just
that as they defeated the secondranked Gamecocks with some IUCK
and smart defense. It was the kind
of game that Ibrahim had been
hoping for as thev dominated the
see Trailing, page 23
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Sports
Soccer team upsets Gamecocks
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
After a season of constant frustration, Head Coach I. M. Ibrahim finally feels he has reason to celebrate.
His 16th-ranked Tiger soccer team
defeated second-ranked South
Carolina 2-1 Sunday in front of 6,444
fans at Riggs Field. The victory
avenged a 4-3 overtime loss to the
Gamecocks last season.
"I have a bottle of Dom Perrignon,
and it has been chilling the entire
year," Ibrahim said after watching
his team improve to 10-2. "And I
assure you that I will open it
tonight."
The Tigers had compiled victories
against lesser-known opponents during the season, but victories against
North Carolina and Duke had eluded
the Tigers. On this day, however,
things went Clemson's way.
The Tigers scored their first goal
with 4:37 gone in the contest, when
Clemson midfielder Edo Boonstoppel
headed in a Bruce Murray shot from
the left corner. The Tigers then laid
back on defense and tried to protect
the 1-0 lead with freshman goalie
Roberto Marinaro in the game.
Ibrahim replaced Marinaro with
senior 11m Genovese with 18:35 remaining in the half. Genovese, who
was inserted into the lineup to protect
against high passing shots South
Carolina was attempting, had not appeared in a Clemson game since 1984.
"Genovese had a really good week
of practice, and I just felt it was the
right time for him to play," Ibrahim
said.
But South Carolina tied the game

Ken Birchfield/senlor staff photographer

The Tigers' Thomas Najjar (middle) tries to cut off South Carolian midfielder Arnar Johnson from the ball.
with 10:02 remaining in the half on a
shot headed in by Craig Hartman.
"We had a chance to take control ot
the game and the momentum when
we got that goal, but we didn't do a
good job of taking advantage of the
chances we had," said South Carolina
coach Mark Berson.
The Tigers' winning goal came with
8:55 remaining in the half when South
Carolina's Scott Cook tried to center
a pass back to his own goalie. Cook's
pass was intercepted by Clemson's
Pearse Tormey, who scored from 20
yards out after gaining control of the

ball from the Carolina goalie.
Clemson outshot the Gamecocks
10-5 in the second half and controlled
the game until the final two minutes,
when the Tigers were called for
obstruction. South Carolina's Greenville Pope missed the shot off a set
play, and Clemson's Pearse Tormey
stole a pass deep in Carolina territory
with 50 seconds left to seal the
victory.
"We had some chances to score at
the end, but we weren't able to take
see Soccer, page 26

Offense leads
football team
to win, 38-21
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
The Tiger offense felt that it has
always been there. They had been getting the yards, but for some reason or
another, the points never caught up
with the yardage.
"We had been making little mistakes," said quarterback Rodney
Williams. "We were having one
missed assignment, or our backs
might not have been hitting the holes
or just something small would always
go wrong."
But on Saturday the mistakes disappeared as they had scoring drives
of 80, 76, 76, and 74 yards, as they led
the Tigers to a 38-21 victory over
Virginia.
"The week off really helped us,"
Williams said. "We got a lot of the little things fixed and had a lot of repetition."
Williams completed eight of 12
passes for 82 yards and had no interceptions. The offense had only one
fumble and came through when the
defense needed them most.
"Virginia is an excellent offensive
football team," said Head Coach
Danny Ford. "And we had a hard
time getting that across to our people, because I don't think we played
too well defensively."
But where the defense lost ground
over the past two weeks, the offense
gained just as much, as Terry Alleri
rushed for 183 yards on 27 carries and
Wesley McFadden had 119 yards on
18 attempts. The offense put the ball
in the end zone on three out of their
first four drives and had a field goal
on their fifth drive with two seconds
left in the firstkhalf.

Eric Freshwater/head photographer

Tailback Terry Allen had his lone fumble when the Cavaliers' Tony
Covington delivered this blow in the third quarter.

See related football
story on page 27.
"The line was coming off the ball
and knocking their guys back four
and five yards," said Allen. "We went

into the game wanting to make it as
physical a ballgame as we could, running the ball right at them."
And they did just that after seeing
Virginia take an early 14-7 lead
against a surprised Tiger defense.
Virginia quarterback Scott Secules
was impressive as he passed for 202
see Football, page 25
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McSwains treat NFL strike
in two separate ways
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
The NFL strike may not be
of Civil War proportions yet,
but it has already pitted
brother against brother as it
reaches its fourth week.
When former Tiger running
back Chuck McSwain saw
that the NFL was headed for
a strike a few weeks ago, he
figured that it would present
an opportunity for him to
play football again. But when
the only team that called was
the New England Patriots,
McSwain had mixed emotions
about getting the chance.
Chuck's brother Rod, who
is also a former Tiger, starts
at cornerback for the regular
Patriots, and Chuck said that
fact made him have second
thoughts about taking the
Patriots up on their offer.
"The Patriots contacted me
a few days before the strike,
and I didn't actually tell them
anything at first," McSwain
said. "I had to call Rod and
see what he felt about it."
However, Chuck playing
for New England presented
no problems with Rod, as Rod
walked the picket line outside
the stadium.
"I talked to Rod and he said
that it was no big deal,"
Chuck said. "It hasn't really
come between us."
Chuck hasn't been burning
up the track since joining the
replacement squad, but he is
hoping that will catch someone's eye and will be given a
chance to hook onto a team
when the strike is settled.
McSwain had 20 yeards on
seven carries in his first

Rod McSwain
hold out in NFL strike
file photo

game, and had just three
yards on two carries in Sunday's game, but he feels that
he is in the best situation he
could be in.
"I was really looking forward to a big day running the
first game, but it just didn't
happen," McSwain said. "But
I was just looking at it as an
opportunity to open some
eyes up.
"If the players have their
way in the strike, the roster
will be boosted up to 49
players and that will mean
that 90 players will get to
hook onto teams."
Since leaving Clemson in
1983, McSwain had played
for the Dallas Cowboys and
the Los Angeles Raiders, and
also put in a year in the Canadian Football League.
He came back to Clemson
last spring and received his
degree in May in Industrial
Education. He then tried out

Volleyball
vs.
Pennsylvania
tomorrow at
7 p.m.
Death Valley
Video
654-8876
Tuesiay Special
Rent two movies,
get one free

Chuck McSwain, shown here against Wake Forest in 1981, crossed the NFL picket
lines while his brother Rod is holding his ground in the four-week-old strike.
individuals out there. We are very straightforward with
siad. "He
All the players a team and play as a team." us,"McSwain
treats us just like the regular
said that the play- players. We just practice a litknow that this ersMcSwain
don't mind being called tle longer.
is just temporary if scabs and don't really care
what the striking players
"I couldn't think of a better
they don't open up have to say about them. place
I could have hooked on
"We've heard all the names with. All the coaches are
some eyes, so they and-we
really kinda rally really down-to-earth."
are trying to impress around them," he said.
McSwain doesn't know what
"We don't get a whole lot of he will do when the strike
the team.
support from the fans because ends, but he hopes that the
the North has a lot of unions, fact that the Patriots have
Chuck McSwain
but we play hard and feel that shown a better running game
we are doing a good job."
with the replacement team
with the Jets during the
The replacement Patriots than with the regulars will
spring minicamp as well as
lost their first game 20-10 to help the backs on the team
two weeks before the strike.
However, the strike pre- Cleveland. They bounced now get consideration by the
sented Chuck with a real back on Sunday with a 14-7 coaches when the strike ends.
chance to play football again. win over Buffalo.
"We are all out here just
"All the players know that
McSwain said that the wanting a chance to show
this is just temporary if they coaching staff has been very what we can do, and although
don't open up some eyes, so honest with the players about I haven't shown it in a game I
they are trying to impress the their performance and the sit- feel like I and the rest of the
team," McSwain said.
uation they are in.
backs have been playing
"But its not like a bunch of
"Coach Meyer has been well," McSwain said.

PRE-REGISTRATION
PANIC?
If you would like assistance choosing
your major or planning your career,
call or visit the Counseling and
Career Planning Center—656-2451,
across from Redfern Health Center.
Our career tests, computerized career
guidance, career library and
professional counselors can help you
make good career decisions!
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Kinnear wins top flight of Fall Classic
by Bfany Beaton
assistant sports editor

Th« ligni poit«d til over
the lobby of Hoke Sloan Tennil Center are a. constant
reminder that excellence li
achieved only after much
hard work, discipline and experience.
Prom We play In the annual
Clemson Men • Fall Tennis
Claielc laet weekend, It In apparent that Tiger senior Kent
Kinnear has been heeding the
writing on the wall. Kinnear
put together a string of five
outstanding matches to capture the top flight division's
singles championship Sunday
night.
The tournament, which was
played under an individual
format, featured players from
10 different teams, including
Big Ten members Purdue,
Minnesota and Northwestern,
and Georgia, Mississippi and
Kentucky from the Southeastern Conference.
The third-seeded Kinnear
took the title with a relatively
easy 8-3, 8-1 victory over
Georgia Tech's Andre Simm,
who had upset second-seeded

Jonas Svennson of Minnesota
8-7, 7-8, 8-4 in the second
round.
"I feel good about winning
this tournament in my senior
year," Kinnear said. "It
was a good weekend for me,
confidence-wise. There were
some really tough teams here,
and I beat some real good
guys. Anytime you win a
tournament like this, it helps
your confidence a ton, because a lot of tennis is
mental."
The win, however, was not
always easy for Kinnear. He
came very close to a quick
exit in the third round, as Ball
State's no. 1 player, Marty
Heist, held several match
points on Kinnear before the
Clemson star pulled out a
hard-fought 8-8, 6-7, 7-6
victory.
Kinnear also had a draining
emotional match to go along
with this tough physical one,
and he had the misfortune of
drawing teammate and doubles partner Vince Van
Gelderen for his fourth-round
"It's kind of awkward playing your partner, and very

hard emotionally," he said.
"It's unfortunate with 10
teams in the tournament to
have to play him."
Partner or not, however, it
was all business once they hit
the court, and Kinnear overpowered Van Gelderen 6-3,
8-2 on his way to the finals.
For Kinnear, the victory
was an important one in preparation for a possible championship season.
"I think this team is the
strongest in several years,"
he said. "We have a legitimate shot at winning the national championship.
The team's performance
this season may depend on
how much leadership is provided by Kinnear and the
three other seniors on the
squad. It is a role which
Kinnear is looking forward to.
"We have four seniors on
this team, and I hope that we
can be good leaders because
that's Important," he said.
"The tournament win will be
really helpful in that. I feel
like it's all coming together
now. The experience is really
starting to pay off."

Volleyball team posts second ACC win
by Nelson Berry
staff writer
The Lady Tiger volleyball
team notched their second
Atlantic Coast Conference
victory by defeating
Virginia 15-12, 15-4 and
16-14 Sunday at home. In
earlier action during the
week, the Tigers were upset
by UNC-Charlotte on the
road before they defeated
the College of Charleston at
home.
According to Head Coach
Linda White, the win over
Virginia should help later in
the season.
"This was a great game
for us and a critical time in
the season," White said.
"We need to start building

momentum and confidence
now for the Atlantic Coast
Conference Tournament."
UNC-Charlotte rallied to
dffeat the Tigers after losing the first two games. It
marked the first time UNCCharlotte had defeated the
Tigers in the series, which is
now nine games total.
Amy Vaughn led the team
in kills with 22. Chris
Sherman added 13. Jenny
Yurkanin contributed 46
assists.
Vaughn also led the team
in kills against the College of
Charleston with 9. Wendy
Anderson chipped in eight
block assists as the Tigers
rolled 15-12,15-6 and 15-6.
Anderson also had a big
game against Virginia as she

led the team in kills with 12.
Sherman added 11 kills for
the Tigers. Cindy Tucci had
12 defensive saves and 31
set assists as she led the
Tigers in both of those
categories.
The win over the Cavaliers
raised the Tigers' ACC
record to 2-0. This is the
first time a Tiger volleyball
team has won its first two
conference matches in a
season. The win improved
their overall record to 12-8.
Virginia feU to 1-1 in the
ACC and 5-12 overall.
The Tigers face Pennsylvania Saturday at 7 p.m.
They return to conference
play next Wednesday when
they face Georgia Tech in
Atlanta.

Announcing New
English Dept. Course
(meets 3-level
Humanities req.)
HUM 309-3 credits
M-2:30-4:30

W, F-9:05
"The Cinema of
Alfred Hitchcock"
/

Instructor:
Thomas Russell

For more Info:
654-6393

LUTHERANS COMMUNE
A sip of wine.
A crumb of bread.
In remembranoe of Him.
And Christ Is present.
Really present.
Beesuse He says He will be.
And we are forgiven.
Because that's what He says
His presenoe doea.
In sip snd crumb we reeelve
a foretaete of the feast to com*.

<ivt

We Invite you to Join us st
the meal, Oct. 18 and 26,
8:30 and 11. Pastor Steve
Plonk preeldee. You'll find
the table set at University
Lutheran Church. 120 Sloan
Street, downtown Clemson.

$

12th Annual
Orange
&

White
Swim Meet

Trailing
from page 21

Same, outshooting the
ameeocks 18-10, but the
shots went in this time for the
Tigers instead of hitting the
posts.
Ibrahim has produced
many winners in Tigertown
and he is not about to see his

Yfardeej
of Clemson

Now accepting
applications
Mon.-Wed. 3-5
for part-time
help 10-12
hours a week.
if All Shifts it

tradition of excellence at
Clemson go without a fight.
And it could be that
Ibrahim's battle could produce some of the finest soccer
teams Clemson has ever had
in the upcoming years.
His team this year will be at

full strength when they enter
the ACC tournament and
NCAA tournament; and if opposing coaches are not careful, it could be Ibrahim that
gets the last laugh when it
comes to supremacy in the
Southeast this season.

SATURDAY

OCT. 17
10 a.m.
Flke Recreation Center

CHANELO'S HAS MANY PART-TIME JOBSOPEN
DELIVERY PEOPLE
PIZZA MAKERS
SANDWICH BUILDERS
OVEN OPERATORS
TELEPHONE OPERATORS
CASHIERS

&BL

2 NIGHTS A WEEK
3 NIGHTS A WEEK
WEEKENDS
NEED XTRA INCOME7-APPLY IN PERSON AT
CHANELO'S » 107 COLLEGE AVE.
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What
&

Tip of
the week
Saturday begins National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week. Try attending
some of the activities sponsored by the
Office of Student Development. If you
cannot, at least "Think before you drink"
this week.

Recognition of National
Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness week
by Maureen Dodd
Student Government would like to
recognize the beginning of National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness week on
Saturday, Oct. 17. Alcohol awareness
slogans will be run across the score/
message board during the ClemsonDuke game. The University Police will
provide a wrecked car for students to
view, which will be located in the "phantom" parking lot. Videos will be run during the week on the big screen in the
University Union and in the lobby of
Redfern Health Center. Staff members in
selected departments will be wearing
buttons recognizing the week. These buttons are provided by Student Development. Feel free to direct questions to
someone wearing a button or call the Office of Student Development at 2153 for
more info. Take advantage of the many
opportunities this week to become more
aware of the effects of alcohol.

National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness week activities
Saturday, Oct. 17
10:00 a.m. Tiger Tailgate Show, outside
Littlejohn
11:00 a.m. Catch the spirit, Tiger Tailgate
party on the Fike deck,
FREE food
1:00 p.m. Public service announcements
at the game
3:30 p.m. Breathalyzers after the game,
outside Orange Station
Sunday, Oct. 18
1:15 p.m. NCAAW Fun Run, stadium
3:00 p.m. 3-on-3 volleyball tournament
Monday, Oct. 19
6:30 p.m. Jim Harrison, legal counsel for
ABC, Daniel Auditorium
Tuesday, Oct. 20
6:30 p.m. Jim Harrison, legal counsel for
ABC, Daniel Auditorium
7:00 p.m. Alcohol Education Program,
"Shoebox" dorms
All day
The Convincer, provided by the
SCDHPT, "phantom" parking lot
Wednesday, Oct. 21
3:00 p.m. Tie-dye party, Bowman Field
7:00 p.m. Medical Aspects of Drinking,
Senate Chambers
7:00 p.m. Mocktail party, Lever Hall
9:00 p.m. Breathalyzers, Manning Hall
Thursday, Oct. 22
9:00 p.m. Breathalyzers, Saunders Hall

Student Government Headlines
Junior Staff: Making the best of 1987
by Kay Allison
Junior Staff is a group of mostly freshmen and sophomores which works hard
to attain three goals: to aid the three branches of Student Government, to explore
and learn about Student Government, and to have a good time. Junior Staff is
divided into six subcommittees: Delegation, Publicity, Projects, Ideas and
Research, Social and Speakers. Each of these subcommittees has been quite active this semester.
The Social Committee is planning a boxer-shorts party for the ClemsonSouth Carolina game. The boxers will feature the score of the game on the
"behind."
The Publicity Committee attended a workshop with Public Relations/
Communications Chairman Carrie Hilborn during which it learned about various
aspects of P.R.
The Ideas and Research Committee will attend a workshop with Research
and Development Chairman Michelle Toney. The workshop will cover the topic of
surveys, a vital tool used in researching.
The Speakers Committee will be receiving a visit from Student Government
cabinet members at an upcoming meeting.
The Delegation Committee has attended committee meetings for the Miss
Homecoming Pageant, Minority Council, and a few other meetings of branches of
Student Government.
The Projects Committee blew up 5,000 balloons for the Arthritis Foundation
at Anderson Mall on Oct. 3.
Junior Staff also attended the Student Government retreat on Oct. 3. There
they learned facts about Clemson University, its administration, the structure of
Student Government, and just exactly what their job as members of Junior Staff
is. They also played football against the Student Senate—but were unsuccessful.
So, amidst all this fun, Junior Staffers are preparing themselves to be the
future leaders of Student Government.
^
Tlunior
Staff^ern,D,e,rs,

Briefly...
Fall Break begins after
classes on Friday,
Oct. 23. Classes resume
Wednesday, Oct. 28.
Sunday, Oct. 25—
Daylight Savings Time
ends. Move clocks back
one hour.
Wednesday, Oct. 28—
Last day to withdraw
from class or the
University without final
grades.

Ideas and Research
Andrea Single
Granger McKoy
Laura Berge
Laurie Simpson
Karen Rogers
Shannon Simon
Candice Hinzie
Angie Taylor
Paul Bryant
Kirston Movie
Bennie Gaskins
April Harris
Delegation
Leslie Sims
Jeff Pettit
Laurie Lynn
Amy Barakat
Laura Hughes
Jay Baccaball
Tonya Spatts
Leslie Schaaf
John Smith
Kristy Noell
Steve Santora
Debby Connelly
Projects
Stacey Young
Stacey Amos
Serena Malin
Kristy Goist
Aude Wallace
Gene Wilson
Patty Wozniak
Wendy Harper
Kristie O'Keefe
Kim Ledford

Speakers
Kathy Parker
Lea McKie
Page Doolittle
Drumman Sharp
David Stienberg
Kim Libby
Jonathon Williams
Social
Julie Aleshire
Tonya Vernier
Jackie O'Brian
Electra Eaddy
Jennifer Todd
Greta Gatlin
Margaret Gray
Gordon Taylor
Mills Stansbury
Laura Hynes
Michael McManess
Publicity
Maria Sheenheen
Christy Ergle
David Jolly
Kimberly Smith
Valerie O'Brian
Elaine Lindsey
Angie Willingham
Barbara Herlihy
Leigh Walker
Kelly Long
Susannah Birkett
Director:
Ed Pennebaker
Project Chairman:
Tad Farris

PR Liaison:
Kelly Cockfield
Advisor:
Jeff Lloyd

^lM

Note to Junior Staffers:
Come to the Student Senate chambers at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 20, to
Jiave^
_^

S.T.R.B.—What is it anyway?
by Melanie Swann, S.T.R.B. director
This is a question I hear at least three or four times a week. It is not a good question to hear
students ask since S.T.R.B. is a group of students who help other students
Student Traffic Review Board is a judicial board whose primary purpose is to hear student apK
peals of parking violations. That's right—you can legally protest your tickets'
S.T.R.B is made up of 18 full-time board members (nine appointed in the fall and nine in the
spring) each serving a one-year term, three to four alternates servinq one-semester terms and a
director. There are six different boards with three members each. Eachto^teV^^yS*
y
and is on two weeks and off one.
. Jhesetb°ardf h,far aPPea|s Monday through Thursday from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. They are very
familiar with the traffic code and the legal parking areas. Even though they affirm at least as man?
tickets as they void they are very fair. Remember, these people are students, too, and theyy are
volunteering time to help fellow students.
♦h £nZ SttU^ent Wh° refei,vfes a *icket has the "flM ^ appeal. You can sign up for an appeal time in
the Student Government office, but you must sign up within five days of receivinq the ticket
If you do not need to appeal, but you are still interested in S.T.R.B., we will be appointing nine
new members and four alternates in about three weeks (dates will be announced soon) Students do
have a voice on this campus, so get involved and make a difference!

Sponsored by the Clemson University Athletic Department and the Alumni Association
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Wake still undefeated after five weeks
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
Now maybe Virginia Tech
feels a little bit sick about letting former head football
coach Bill Dooley go without
so much as a thank you.
When Dooley packed his
bags and headed for Wake
Forest, few people gave
Dooley a chance of making
immediate winners out of the
Demon Deacons. Dooley had
made a name for himself as
one of the best college coaches
in the nation after turning
around Virginia Tech after a
successful stint at North
Carolina, but few people gave
him a chance of doing the
same with Wake Forest.
However, the non-believers
took notice this past weekend
as the Demon Deacons dominated North Carolina 22-14.
Wilson Hoyle kicked a
school-record five field goals,
and Mike Elkins passed for a
first quarter touchdown to

around the ACC

be among the top two or three
clubs in the conference,"
Dooley said.

lead the Deacons to the
victory.
"The victory over a very
good North Carolina team
was a credit to our players,"
Dooley said. "They had outstanding effort on every
down."

Only eight teams remain
undefeated in the nation, including the Deacons, but
Dooley knows that teams will
not take his team lightly anymore now that their success
had been documented.
"The key for us, as it is
Dooley beat the man who every week, is to maintain the
replaced him as Tar Heel coach great effort that we have been
in 1978, Dick Crum, and was receiving every week,"
carried off the field for his ef- Dooley said. "We are not the
forts. "I guess I've been car- type of team that can expect
ried off this field before here, to win every conference game
but this is the first time from with less than that."
the other side," Dooley said.
Other games in the ACC:
"But I'd rather talk about
this football team."
Georgia Tech 38 Indiana
The Demon Deacons State 0—Richard Hills rushed
haven't cracked the top 20 for 134 yards in his first start
yet, but a win this weekend at tailback, as the Yellow
over Maryland would give Jackets snapped a three-game
them serious consideration losing streak.
Miami 46 Maryland 14—
from the voters. "Again this
week we are facing a big, The Hurricanes blocked three
strong football team that Maryland punts on a rainmost people predicted would soaked Orange Bowl field.

Come See Our Top 50 Section

2500 TOP

MOVIES

AND VCR'S FOR RENT
3 MOVIES 990 VCR'S $5 OVERNIGHT
1 Victoria Sq. College Ave. 654-7844

trsxir

■ ■■■■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ M-MJLM-k

Head Hunters
—HNRSTYUSTS-

Victoria Square

654-2599

(In breezeway
near Mazzio's)

Football
from page 21

Early Bird Special

yards against the Tigers.

left in the half.

Secules directed the Cavaliers to touchdowns on their
first two drives and totaled
almost as many yards in the
two drives as the Tiger
defense had been averaging
per game before facing the
Cavs.

The Cavaliers took their
first drive of the second half
down for a touchdown as
Derwin Greggs went off right
end for a two-yard touchdown. The Tigers came back
with a score of their own on a
Tracy Johnson two-yard run
on their next drive to claim a
31-21 lead.

However, the Tiger offense
responded to the challenge as
they came back with timeconsuming drives of their own
and took a 24-14 halftime
lead on a David Treadwell
field goal with two seconds

James Lott squelched the
last serious Virginia threat
with an interception in Tiger
territory with 12 minutes left
in the game and the Tigers

added a three-yard run by Joe
Henderson with seven minutes left to make the final
38-21.
"We have a lot of improvement to do," said Ford. "We
still have got to get some people well. But we just weren't
hitting on all eight cylinders.

(Good between 10 a.m.-2 p.m.)

CUt ............

$ 8 w/coupon

(Shampoo included)

(Reg. $9.00 & up)

Perm

.......... $35 w/coupon

(Cut Included)

(Reg. $40.00 & up)

Highlighting

$20 w/coupon

(Blow dry included)

(Reg. $30.00 & up)

Expires 10/23/87

Long Hair Slightly Higher

"But I have a lot of respect
for Virginia. We didn't get to
Secules. He does a good job, a
lot of it by himself, getting
back and getting rid of the
ball," said Ford.
ssassasassssjs
m&mrnxzxxx+m+xttmsmxtwi

The Heartf ixers

I

THE DEPARTMENT OF
PERFORMING ARTS
ANNOUNCES

AUDITIONS
SYMPHONIC BAND*
Oct. 22-23

Appearing
Friday
*THE BEST IN BLUES ROCK 'N' ROLL Oct. 23

* 1986-87 Symphonic Band members must
confirm continuing membership by contacting
Dr. Cook

BIG D's presents Tinsley Ellis
& The Heartf ixers

100 College Ave.
in Clemson
Call 654-5762 for details '
SHURE
5ABIAN
"HAMEIi

JAZZ ENSEMBLE
i

Oct. 22-23 and Oct. 28-30
INFORMATION AND AUDITION MATERIAL AVAILABLE
IN THE UNIVERSITY BANDROOM
OR CALL 3380
mm
*:•:■

REiyio-
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Duke brings passing attack to Valley
by Rhett Berger
staff writer
Watch out! The Duke Blue
Devils are invading Death
Valley! Scared? The Tiger
football team shouldn't be.
Duke enters tomorrow's
game with a 3-2 record, losing
its last two games to Virginia
(42-17) and Rutgers (7-0). Last
year Clemson destroyed the
Blue Devils 35-3, and this
year's results will likely be
the same.
The seventh-ranked Tigers
sport a 5-0 record and are
heavily favored over Duke,
yet coach Danny Ford is
wary of the Blue Devils. "It's
going to be the same kind of
offense that we saw last week
[against Virginia]," Ford said.
"They will probably throw
the ball more." Also, Ford
said the Tiger defense will
have to "expect the unexpected." Ford is concerned
about tricks the Blue Devils
might use, like the double
reverse, quarterback throwback, spread offense and nohuddle offense.
"I plan for our defense to
see some of this during the
week, because they [Duke]
have had two weeks to work
on something," Ford said.
The Blue Devils, who lead the
ACC in total offense with 397
yards per game, are planning
to start junior Anthony
Dilweg at quarterback instead of veteran Steve
Slayden, who had a bad game
against Rutgers.
Clemson's defense had a
rough day last week against
Virginia, giving up 21 points
while yielding 110 yards rushing and 202 yards passing. "I
hate that we gave up that
many points, because we're
supposed to be a nationally-

RESUMES, TERM PAPERS, MANUSCRIPTS, THESES

ranked football team defensively," Ford said. "I hate
that they ran the football so
well against us." The defense
looked uncharacteristically
sluggish last Saturday, allowing the Virginia Cavaliers to
score touchdowns on their
first two possessions.
The defensive line could not
get to Virginia quarterback
Scott Secules all day, and the
defensive backs could not
keep up with Cavalier receiver
John Ford. "We had better be
a little bit better football
team than we were last
week," Ford said. "In our
minds, we need to be a little
more involved in the football
game."
In contrast to the defense's
performance last week, the
Clemson offense operated like
a well-oiled machine. The
Tigers racked up 485 yards in
total offense and scored 38
points. The running game accounted for 403 yards, with
tailbacks Terry Allen and
Wesley McFadden rushing
for 183 and 119 yards, respectively. It was the 15th time a
pair of Clemson tailbacks
rushed for more than 100
yards each. Quarterback
Rodney Williams had a good
day, completing eight of 12
passes for 82 yards with no interceptions.
"Offensively, we played
very well," said coach Ford.
"Our offensive line blocked
well. Our tight ends had a
good ball game. Our receivers
knocked them down downfield. Quarterback play was
good. Tailback play was exceptional, and our fullback
blocking was outstanding."
Not even Coach Ford could
find anything negative to say
about Clemson's offense,
which means that Duke is in
for a long day tomorrow.

Statistics and Facts
• Spread: Clemson by 22.
• Michael Dean Perry
needs 15 sacks to break his
brother William's ACC record
for career sacks. William
broke the record in 1984
against (guess who) Duke.
• the Tigers rank 10th nationally in rushing offense
with 285.2 yards per game.
• Clemson leads the nation
in kickoff returns with an
average of 29.9 yards per return. Joe Henderson is the national leader in kickoff
returns, averaging 34.63
yards.
• Donnell Woolford and
James Lott rank seventh and
ninth nationally in punt returns, averaging 16.91 and
15.64 yards, respectively.
• David Treadwell is the ,
nation's top placekicker,
averaging 2.6 field goals per
game. He is also the nation's
fourth-leading scorer, averaging 10.6 points per game.
• The Tigers are ranked
second in the nation in total
defense, allowing only 190.0
yards per game.

playoffs.
"I feel that if we can beat
NC State next week, we can
get a bid now," he said. NC
State is the last team we play
in our region and I felt before
today's game that if we could
beat South Carolina and NC
State, we could get a bid."

The Tigers defeated Coastal
Carolina 2-1 on Wednesday
night at Riggs Field to run
their record to 11-12.
Ibrahim takes his club to
Raleigh on Sunday to face NC
State in a crucial ACC match
for his team. The contest
starts at 2 p.m.

Catherine's Word Processing Service
(MEMBER OF PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIES INTERNATIONAL)

■■«■

■"x W

409 WATSON AVENUE
ANDERSON, SC 29621

m ^m^^

*

v^ T\ I /
-

(803) 224-6983
CATHERINE MARTIN

ATTENTION FRESHMEN
V2-PRICE HAIRSTYLES
j

(inc. shampoo, conditioner & blow dry)

Anthony Dilweg

Monday-Friday
9~a.rn.-6 p.m.

654-HAIR
(4247)
Expires 10-30-87

388-3 College Ave.
Behind Music Source

Soccer
from page 21

advantage of our opportunities all day, which is what
dissappointed me most," said
Berson, whose team dropped
to 10-1-2. "It will be a
challenge now to come back
and stay near the top of the
Southeast region."
For Ibrahim, the victory
brought thoughts of NCAA

Orange
and
White
swim meet
Saturday,

Late Night Munchies?

Oct. 17,
10 a.m.

^

Look for
Money-Saving

Pete's Jr.

COUPONS
in the new
Clemson Campus
Telephone
Directory!

Monday-Saturday

11 a.m.-2 a.m.

Across from
Tiger Town Tavern
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Offense comes through against Cavs
by Bill Vereen
staff writer
If Clemson's 27th straight
victory over Virginia proves
anything, it's that the Tigers
have learned to put the ball in
the end zone.
During the off week Clemson's offense worked against
the defense in practice, trying
to iron out some of the offensive inconsistency which
plagued the Tigers in their
first four games. "The open
week really helped us out,"
said quarterback Rodney
Williams. "We corrected the
little things and finally
played consistent football."
Playing against the fifthranked defense in the country
must have worked, because
Clemson rolled up a season
record of 485 total yards
against Virginia, 403 of these
yards coming via the ground
game, but even more impressive was the fact that
Clemson had four scoring
drives covering 75 yards or
more.
No longer were there
fumbles, missed assignments
and mental errors stopping
Clemson drives. Coach Ford
said that it was the best game
the offensive line had played
all season. "They came off the
ball well and allowed us to

control
the
line
of
scrimmage," he said.
This change of events became significant on Saturday
because, unlike earlier games,
the offense was called on to
save the defense by coming
from behind. By dominating
the trenches, Clemson running backs were able to choose
their holes and exploit the
young Virginia defenders.
The strategy against the
Cavaliers was Clemson's
usual against weaker ACC opponents: run the ball down
their throats and overpower
them with strength and
depth.
Terry Allen led the Tiger
ground attack with 27 carries
for 183 yards and two touchdowns. Teammate Wesley
McFadden gained 119 yards
on 18 attempts. The tailback
tandem is now 1-2 in ACC
rushing yardage with McFadden having compiled 552
yards and a 116 yards per
game average. Allen is second
after gaining 508 yards for a
103 yards per game average.
This pair also has the distinction of being the fastest
starting group of any two
tailbacks since Danny Ford
began coaching at Clemson.
Barring injury, the two
should set the record for rushing in a single season by tailbacks.
In addition to that, Clem-

son is the only team in the
country with two running
backs ranked in the top 25.
Not bad for two guys who
hadn't played a down between them before this year.
Allen, a red-shirt freshman
from Commerce, Ga., had his
best game to date and recorded the second highest
rushing total ever by a Clemson freshman (183 yards). He
attributed his success to increased confidence after the
Georgia game. "I've been
more comfortable out there,
and I think the coaches are
more comfortable with me
since that game," he said.
With the offensive linemen
blowing Virginia three to four
yards off the line, holes were
plentiful. "They made it easy
for us today. All we had to do
was pick the right holes, and
they were definitely there,"
Allen said.
Further complementing the
new-found offensive cohesion
was the emergence ol a consistent passing attack.
Although gaining only 82
yards through the air, Rodney
Williams had an effective day
hitting 8 of 12 passes.
Now that the offense seems
on track, good days should
appear on the Tigers' horizon.
"As long as we can eliminate
mental mistakes we can be as
good as we want to be," Allen
said.
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Joe Henderson and Wesley McFadden had a little trouble coming up with this Virgina kickoff as McFadden returned
the ball only to the Tigers' 10 yard line.

Your advertising dollars go
9
farther in 'The Tiger.
Advertise today.
Tbyota Presents American Foreign Policy:

TOURING SCENIC NICARAGUA
FOR $300,000 AIM
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Dawn Chavis
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Current funding for US. activity in Nicaragua averages $287,671'
a day lb some, that's an outrage, lb others, it's an essential investment in U.S. security
Americans are deeply divided over the issue of involvement in
Nicaragua as well as the question of CIA activity throughout Central
America. The arguments on all sides are compelling. And heated.
Here's your chance to hear both sides of the issue from key
players who are affecting US. involvement in Central America. And
through College Satellite Network's interaaive satellite technology you
can air your own views, pro or contra.
Guests include Daniel Ortega, President of Nicaragua, an exclusive interview; William Colby, former CIA Director Jackson
Browne, entertainer and activist: Daniel Sheehan. Christie Institute.
'Source: Facts (M fife IW

Brent Bo/.ell. National Conservative Foundation and Contra fund
raiser, and Leslie Cockburn, author, producer of CBS's
West 57th Street.

when: Wednesday, Oct. 21
8 p.m.
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FREE!
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Seyle handles punting duties
after meeting Ford's challenge
by J. Scott Broaddus
staff writer

player profile

Taking a purely objective viewpoint and weighing the pros and cons
of taking on the responsibilities of a
football punter, one would surely
have to admit that it's not exactly the
kind of job many reasonable people
would really want to have.
Realistically, the job of a punter is
fairly close to a no-win situation, it
you do your job the way you are asked
to do, no one really even notices your
efforts, and you get relatively no
credit for the success of your team.
But if you make just the slightest
mistake—just drop a snap, or shank a
punt, or (heaven help you) have one
blocked—you can bet your orange
britches that plenty of folks will
remember your name for some time to
come.
As a mater of fact, it's really no
wonder why Danny Ford has had to
print up ads each of the past two falls
looking for volunteers to step forward
and solve his punting situation. So
why would anyone want to take on
the responsibility of standing in the
spotlight on that big field on fourth
down and long?
Rusty Seyle, this season's firststring punter and the man to step up
and fill Ford's once-again vacant kicking spot, says it is the great challenge
that drives him to fill the position.
"Punting has become a very big challenge for me. It means a great deal to
me to prove to people that I'm capable of doing the job and helping out
this team."
Did it bother him the way Ford put
out all the ads this fall in search of a
punter? "If I was just a punter, I
think I would've been mad. It kind of
shows that Ford didn't have enough
confidence in the people he had and he

wanted to find someone better," says
Seyle. "But I wasn't too upset since I
wasn't just the punter."
Rusty Seyle is certainly not "just
the punter." Many people probably
forget that this is the same man who
was listed as Clemson's top placekicker heading into the fall of 1985.
Heading into the very first game of
that season at Virginia Tech, Seyle
was battling toe-to-toe with his roommate, David Treadwell, for the starting job, when Treadwell got his
memorable first chance in the last
seconds of that game. His field goal
barely cleared the crossbar for a
-dramatic Tiger victo' , and the rest is
history.
Since then Seyle has been his roommate's backup for field goals and extra points, but Rusty will occasionally
come into the game as a placekicker
for long field goal attempts, having a
better range than Treadwell. He does
have two career points, coming on extra point conversions last season.
Seyle's game time does not stop
there. He has been the number one
man as far as kickoff duties for the
past two seasons and is a main reason
why Clemson has allowed under 20
yards a kickoff return during that
time. He hits very high kickoffs, so
most are returned, but not very far.
You have to go back 10 years to find
the last time the opponent kickoff
return figure was that low (17.6 yds.).
Seyle, a red-shirt junior, came to
Clemson in 1984, during the probation years when there were only 18
scholarships available. Even though
there were not enough scholarships to
go around, Rusty says he liked the
campus, as well as the fan support he
saw at the football game during his
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Rusty Seyle has been providing the Tigers with punts to the goal line
as well as excellent kickoffs.
recruiting visit. He also says that
David Spry, whom he met during the
trip, had a lot to do with his decision
to attend Clemson.

ther to punt. But really, the transition back to punting wasn't very difficult for me. I'm a straight-on
placekicker, and the kicking motion
for punting is mainly the same."

Although he was both a placekicker
and punter for four years at Calvary
Rusty admits that there is a great
High in Savannah, Seyle decided to amount of pressure tied to his new
concentrate solely on his placekicking punting job. "There is definitely a lot
here at Clemson. Throughout his first of pressure involved, but I have to try
two seasons all his practice time was not to think about the pressure or else
spent working on his placekicking.
I will end up worrying about it too
Then last fall, when Ford realized much," he says.
he had a problem with his punting
Now in practice, Rusty spends
staff, he told Rusty to start working most of his time on his punting. He
on his punting again. After Bill still works on his field goals some, as
Spiers won the starting spot, Ford he imagines Ford would call on him in
listed Seyle as his back-up, "mainly a long field goal situation, but probso he wouldn't have to suit up ably only if it were over 50 yards and
another punter for the traveling in an end-of-game situation. Seyle set
squad," says Rusty.
a city record in high school with a
After the spring practice this year, 54-yard field goal.
Seyle had knee surgery. "All summer
"I have to put everything out of my
after the surgery it hurt my knee to mind and treat it just like in practice.
punt, but not to placekick. It had Imagine it's just me and Spry. Just
something to do with extending it far- catching it and kicking it."

Get the Fresh Alternative. Enjoy
a fresh salad or sandwich, made
one-at-a-time. Even though the world
is going "plastic"— yoa don't have to eat it.
Stamp out styrofood at Subway.

Fresh Baked
Bread.

Sandwiches & Salads

